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Barker, one by Lew Neble, one by
ANNUAL PRIZE
LINCOLN SUNDAY
i Howard True ard this year by Mr.
TO BE OBSERVED
SPEAKING i Scamman.
Last year the cups were won by
Donalcl W. Norton of Kingfield and
Miss Faye Mitchell of Strong.
The judges were Professor G. M.
Robinson of Bates College, Lewiston,
B. M. Small, esq., and Mr#. Nina D.
The annual Speaking iq, the North i Palmer of Farmington. '
Following were the selections:
Franklin Inter-Scholastic Prize Speak
ing contest took place at the Union Cut off from the People,
>
Hazel Webber
church last Friday evening and was of
an high brder. The judges found it The Chariot Race, Wallace,
difficult to give their decision so close
Dana Tufts
ly were the participants matched in Why Shaffer Did Not Play,
their work.
Phyllis Robertson
The contest was between the schools Old South and the New, Grady,
of Kingfield, Strong, Rangeley and
Albert Scamman
Phillips. There was a very large at
I The Swan Song,
Esther Savage
tendance, many coining on the special
Quarrel
Scene,
Julius
Caesar,
train form Strong and Kingfield.
Holman B. Daggett
One cup was won by a Phillips boy
Albert Scamman, son of Mr. and Mrs Some of the Birds’ Attempt; to
Fly, Wiggin,
Hazel E. Rounds
Fremont Scamman and the other honor
falls to a Rangeley young lady, Miss Liberty and Union,
Vance Oakes
Phyllis Robertson, daughter of Con
Hon. N. P. Noble, a member of the
ductor and Mrs. A. L. Robertson. This
school
board, presided.
Excellent
is the first time Rangeley has carried
home tjje cup in the seven years the music was furnished by Dyer’s orchescontest has been carried on, and Miss |tra of five pieces, and they also fur
Robertson should feel very gratified nished music for the reception and
with her work. This is Phillips’ fifth |dance at the Grange hall which followvictory, two being won by Miss Estelle |ed the speaking.

Phillips Again on the List for the
Fifth Time.

The Place W here You Can A lw a y s Find Unsurpassed Fishing'.

TIM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Flv and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
J U L IA N K . V I L E S & S O N , Tim , Franklin C o., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout sfiy-lishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T (SL SON C O ..
P. O. A d d r e s s , G ran t’ s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
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B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S » - 1**

1

BaldlMountain Cam ps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmerun tic L ak e. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road t© cam ps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop'r.,
Bald Mountain. Maine
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Attractive Program Both Morning
and Evening at Federated
C hurch.
Wednesday, April 14, occurs
the
semi-centennial anniversary of the
death of Abraham Lincolni
The preceding Sunday will be ob
served by the Federated church as
Lincoln Sunday.
All who can do- so are urged to
be present at the services next Sun
day and help keep this sacred me
morial.
In Jhe morning the address will
be from the subject., “ Qualities
of
Abraham Lincoln.’’
The subject of t h e evening address
will be “ One of Lincoln’s
Monu
ments,” being a consideration
of
the present attainments of
the
Negro race.
Mr. Nobile will give readings from
Dunbar.
Music will be furnished
by the Choral C’lul).
DEATH

OF

MRS.
HIRAM
TOWLE.

G.

Tlhie following obituairy was sent to
Maine Woods with a request to print
and was taken from a* Dover,
N.
H. paper.
We have not been able
to lea.rn wbetiher the deceaised was
a former resident of this town or not,
but presumably she was, or at least
was well known here:
Mrs. Martha A. Towlle, wife of Hi
ram. G. Towiievdied at her home on
the Durham road last evening follow
ing an illness of one week, aged 55
years and 4 days.
She was born in
Durham the daughter of Charles H.,
and Sarah (W iley) Davis. She has
been a resident of this city for about thirty-five years.
Mrs. TowTe
was a woman of pleasant disposition,
kind hearted and charitable.
She
was beloved by many friends
and
possessed of all those qualities which
go to make a thoroughly good woman.
She was a faithful wife, a. loving
mother and kind friend and neighbor
and she leaves' a wide circlle of
friends to mourn her early
death.
Mrs. Towle was a memibefr of Watamoo CounciL Degree of Pocohontas,
Dover Grange No. 225 Patrons of
Husbandry, Caliamtihe Tempi© No. 27,
Pythian Sisters and the Back River
Benevolent Society.
She is survived by a husband, and
six sons and four daughters ais follows:
Mrs. Sidney E. Taylor, Miss
j S. Alice Towiie, Charles H. Towle, of
[ New York, Raymond B- Towle, Irv! ing W. TokvTe, Mrs. Harold Browneli,
Iof this city, Everett L. Towle
of
|New York, Mils® Madeline M. Towle,
|George G., and Gjrant W. Towiie, a
mother, Mrs. Daniel B. Foss, of Madbury, one brother, Ex-Couaiciliman
Charles A. Davis of this and
one
half brother, John L. Drew of Madbury to alll of whom universal sym
pathy is extended.
The funeral services will, be held
at her late home on the
Dunham
road on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Owing to the sickness of George W.
Towle, the funeral will be private.

Mountain View House |
Mountain View, Maine

|

For further particulars write or address

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
*
»
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SPRING FISHING
Will Soon Be Here
THE

R A N tiE L E K

LAKES

AND

DEAD

R IV E R

R E G IO N

offers m a n y a ttr a c tio n s t o th e F IS H E R M E N *
The num 
erous L a k es, P on d s a n d S trea m s in this te r r ito r y are
well s to c k e d a n d a c o n tin u o u s s u p p ly o f fish is p ro v id e d
for by w is e la w s, w e ll e n fo r c e d .
T h is r e g io n is easily
reached in o n e d a y f r o m B oston .
You will m ake no m istake by arranging for your SP R IN G
FISHING T R IP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet

with good m ap,
F. N. B E A L ,

fre e on application.
General M anager,

HOTEL BLANCHARD

Phillips,

Maine.

The school in the Mt. Blue district on
Tuesday April 20th.
STRATTO < MAINE
In the center of the Fish and Game
Teafchers: Mile Square, Lillian ToothSection. Write for booklet.
aker of Phillips; Wortbley, Pearl Smith
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H . G R O S E . Prop. of Pnillips; Cushman, Elizabeth Noiton

PRICE 4 CENT«

that account is out of reason as a
dummy or a hole in the ground from
where the tree was removed.
2nd. The man does not lead but
the squirrel does.
The man can mot
go around the squirrel except he goes
at a pace faster than the squirrel, I
thereby allowing the man to make a !
lap in the race.'
This would place'
li;<m on both) sides of the squirrel j
which is the only way he could go j
around it.
To go around an arti,-1
cle, one must go on all sides of i t !
Wauchnla, Fla., Mar. Í 6, 1915.
and this the hunter does not do.
3rd. If the squirrel) was tied to a ! To the Editor of Maine W o o q s :
pivot or location, as suggested, the j Tlirough my open AvindcAv is waited
man could walk on all sides of the j
tl.© sweet odor of grange blossoms
squirrel.
But he must do so
or!
quicken his pace and pass the squir-1 and, on tine fragrant air floats tine
joyous melody of mocking birds. Tlie
rel.
Think it over and come again.
outside avotM seems calling» rue to
Respectfully,
come out ajnd revel in the beauties
S. E. Stanton, i
of spring, but I’ve been reading the
latest copy of tine Maine
Woods
and I feea that I want to Avrite td
that interesting paper instead. Each
paper brings with it, a fresh invigor
ating air which awakens a longing
E.
A. Hardy, Dr. D. B. Bragin,for the real Maine woods, with their
A. W. Buzzell and Harry M. Pierce many attractions.
Even
Winter,
took tlieir last rabbit hunt of the with its snow and ice brings pleas
season on Tuesday in a swamp ures.
near the New Vineyard town line,
Yesterday, Dr. R. M. Harper, for
says the Franklin Journal.
The
merly of New York, but who
is
hunt was a success, thirteen of the
now engaged in Avriting tlie Forest
bunnies—an unlucky number for the
ry of Florida, came to see us. In
rabbits—falling before the hunters’
cidentally, this interesting gentleman
guns.
Only one dog was Used. Cliff
mentioned that be was born
near
Jones’ Dodo making the drive
for
Farmington, Maine.
We hastened
the party.
Wednesday was
the
to hunt up copies of the Maine
last day of open season and bunny
is now protected by law until an Woods, which, lie enjoyed very much.
Wre were interested in reading Capt.
other fall.
F. C. Barker’s descriptions of Florida
but lie writes only of the East
coast.
The part of the state
we
are in is much more, a new country.
The hunting and fishing are fine here
in De Soto County.
One night recently, some
men
The community was shocked last Sat
went out and camped about
three
urday on learning that Mr. S. S. Twommiles from town.
Early the next
bly had dropped dead while working
morning they killed several'
wild
out of doors near his home. He had
turkeys
and
C.
S.
Dishong
killed
apparently been feeling very well, be
By tlie way, Mr. Dis
ing busy through the forenoon, eating a fine deer.
a hearty dinner and going out in the hong’s room is a thing of beauty to
On the walla
afternoon to do some raking on the tlie eye of a hunter.
hang nine beautiful deer skins while
land, etc.
/
Mr. Twombly had been subject to the beards of wild gobblers and other
bad attacks, sometimes losing con trophies of the chiase may be seen,
sciousness, but had not suffered in this cn all sides.
Two weeks ago while out on a
way for some time, and it was first
thought that one of these attacks was camp hunt, C. J. Carlton shot and
the cause of his falling, but Dr. Hig killled three elder at one sihiot. The
gins was summoned and found that he game laws of this state are not en
forced as rigidly as they should be.
died instantly from heart trouble.
the
Mr. T wombly was born in Dover, N. Soon, this will cease to. be
H., February 9, 1842, the son of Sam “ hunter's paradise,” if there is not
a radical change.
Some members
uel and Olive Twombly.
He enlisted in the army in Company of our family are hoping to spend
D. 5th, N. H., in Great Falls, N. H , next summer’s •vacation in the far
where he served two years. On the famed Maine Avoods.
Mattie Beeson.
second day of the seven days’ battle as
it is known, he s 'ffered a sunstroke,
when he was captured artd taken to
Nothing in a Name.
Libby prism where he remained for
Another of life’s little Ironiesr
four months.
Pennsylvania’s great gun works areMr. Twombly’ s principal occupation located at Bethlehem! — Columbia*.
in his eaily life was engineering ard te State.
run a train on the Boston & Maine for
a good many years and had an enviable
Ncthi.tg Tco Sacred,
reputation for his faithful and pain I am not T.-epmed to &4fhit that
taking work and thorough knowledge there is. 'or can he, pro mrly ¡¿peaking
in the Avr.rid aB- thmg th*l is too sa^
(Continued on page eight.)
creel tc he imp p - "o-o^ nine.

HUNTING IN THE
STATE OF FLORIDA

Reads Barker’s Letter with Inter
est. Former Maine Man^Writing Forestry of this State

LAST RABBIT HUNT
OF THE SEASON

SUDDEN DEATH OF STEPHEN
L. TWOMBLY.

HEALD POND CAMPS

THE HUNTER AND
THE SQUIRREL
S. E. Stanton Says Think It Over
and Come Again

Utica, N. Y., Mar. 29, 1915.
of Farmington; Mt. Blue, Ruth Turner
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
of New Vineyard.
The last article on the controversy
J. A. Norton, Supt. of Schools.
mixed up animate and inanimate na
ture, which iis quite mystifying and
Bath Robe Came First.
not very good reasoning.
According to some of the old pic
list. If the squirrel was stationary,
The schools on the Mile Square, in
tures, the patriarchs wore bath robes
the Worthley and in the Cushman a long tine before baths were In the man could walk around it all
right but it is not inanimate and on
districts will begin Monday, April 12th. vented.
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knife. ! lived, their period of existence being
since discarded them, except for oc- knot from the eye with a
Tills can be done in a few seconds. : a few days only.
i casional use.
The smell is always dry, when it As tlie length of the leader lessens ! One or morS varieties are hatched
May
new ! on every warm day between
is tied to the leader, and because of with frequent shortenings,
and September, although iai
cold
this the smell may break before it lengths can be tied on it.
weather
they
may
disappear
from
A
most
bewildering
assortment
of
becomes, properly soaked.
sight.
flies confronts the angler.
Many flies are whipped off
in
Trout have different methods of
He will finally settle down to a
tliis way, and many more are broken
Sometimes a trout
steady use of about a dozen variet capturing a fly.
off (by the first trout that seizes the
will leap for a fly that is in the
ies.
fly.
I have used tlie following in Wis air, and sometimes it will slide or
Then again, the filly with its smell, consin and Michigan:
Not much can be said. of
reels.
glide along on the surface after aw
For alii kinds of angling I use a good, may have been made up for two or
Sometimes the trout
Brown Drake, Cahilli, Bucktail, j escaping fly.
old standard, tripie-multiplyin g reel, three years, and the smell foe debil Squirrel Tail, Cow Dung, Reuben |conies from underneath the -fly with
perhaps somewhat heavy but reliable itated with age.
will
Wood, Gray Hackle, Grizzly King, i direct attack; again the trout
The loop; in the smell adds a little Queen of the Waters, Silver Doctor, leap out of the water by the side of
and effective.
The choice of a reel
is a good deal a matter of individual of unnecessary disturbance to the Black Gnat, McGinty.
the fly and come down on it head
taste.
But a cheap, small, inconse water in making a cast.
There are also several grayish flies fir&t, or will hit it with its tail to
The angler who has thoroughly that I cannot name exactly that are disable it and prevent it from escap
quential reel should never be used.
Such, reels have a bad habit of get familiarized himsellif with the use of very good ¿t times.
Trout adopt all of these meth
I have found ing.
eyed flies will never return to the (the Brown Drake very good- fo r ods- with the artificial fly.
ting out of order at critical times.
The leader used on early fishing and the Gray Hackle
I have never attempted the auto smelled flies.
The trout who uses its tail as1 a.
matic reeds, although they may be such a fly is always well soaked for August.
flail to disable the fly is frequently
very good after the angler becomes when it is tied to' tile fly, nml this
The Reuben Wood is a very relia hooked by tlie tail.
if he be a
If the leader ble fly at all seasons in the after trout of size, he will, when hooked
used to them.
I have noticed that prevents breakage.
a few anglers, otherwise of good ef at the place of tying becomes weak noon and evening.
The Bucktail in any other place than the mouth,
ficiency, pul! in tl.eir trout
hand ened the fly can be cut off and a and the Squirrel Tail are both good put up a most ferocious battle. The
The smelled flies flies, although I have seen anglers trout that comes down head first on
ove”* hand, looping the dine as it new knot made.
comes in.
This method seems awk are brittle and unsafe.
who never could win anything with a fly is usually hooked for good. In
One of the great filymakers of the either of them.
ward and not nearly as effective as
I assert, however, reeding in a trout and playing him
angler, j that either of these flies will1 take for the final act the angler never
to reel the line in over a good reel. world, herself a practical
With such a reel the angler can al isays that while she makes for the |more large trout than almost
any should assume that the trout is well
ways keep ahead of his trout,
so trade an infinitely greater number other.
hooked.
The assumption
should
that it will not escape through a slack of the smeillled flies,' yet the eyed fly
It is almost impossible to
give rather be that tlie hook has
hut
ened line.
In this method he has is the most sensible and practical accurate information as to what kind a frail tenure with the trout and that
the full pilay of the rod, ranging over fly to use.
of a fly trout will take at any giv the slightest unnecessary strain may
To tie this fly on a, leader (one en season or under any given cir
many feet, and yielding to the strug
cause his escape. Failure to observe
gles of the trout.
Held in the without little loops) run the end of cumstances.
this principle ha.s lost many a good
hand, the line has no flexible factor the leader through the eye of the
Often when trout are rising freely trout.
of safety.
For these reasons a full fly and make an ordinary slipknot they will take almost any kind of a
A hooked trout must have his head
on this end, keeping it entirely inde fly.
multiplying reel, is needed.
Now and then they will only in the water in order to have full
The subject of flies has
been pendent of the fly.
i take one kind, and if the
anglier scope for all- his energies. If he
Next turn the fly down
through
treated in desultory fashion through
Ichances upon this one he will do i« hooked in a dangerously brushy
out these papers, and not much can this knot and draw ttyis knot tight good work.
But he rmay struggle spot, and the line can he shortened
be added.
Flies should be mounted around the shank of tlie hook next all day, changing flies
constantly, so that the angler can hold its head
on eyed hooks, unless the angler be to the eye. This will take the lead
and not find out - what is needed.’ just above the water and keep it
incapacitated from tying such flies er pull directly from the centre of Even when the trout are rising to a.
there until' the landing net can be
on his leader.
In such case he may the eye, so that it will not wear a |particular kind of natural fly they
placeu under it, the chance for es
gainst the edges.
use the sneli’ed flies.
Imay take freely any one of a dozen cape will be smaIf.
Once on a
In changing the fly, simply cut
These last are very unsatisfactory
artificial flies, not like anything that time I dropped a worm in the centre
in many respects, and I have long it off close to the Leader, pick the
! is dropping on the water. Soanetime o f some crossed timbers of an old
; when they are not rising at all, or mill, where the open space was only
The best box trap on the
only in sporadic fashion; the angler about three feet in diameter. A three
market today.
may choose a fly from his book pound trout majestically moved out
that they will take with avidity.
-from under the timbers and engulfed
Otn the other hand, at times, all the worm—not hurriedly, but with an
the trout in the stream may
be air of austere dignity impossible . of
leaping and plunging about for some description.
I had a creel over my
variety of natural fly that is coming shoulder, but no landing net, and his
on the water, yet will absolutely re escape seemed imminent.
But
(
fuse the choicest selections from the pulled his head abov^ water and held
it tlhefre for a few seconds, until I
fly-hook.
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
The patient angler finds that the could take the creel from my should
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
only certain thing about trout
is er and sink it under him; and then,
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
their uncertainty.
having him in the creel, I threw cree
GATGtt ’EM ALIV E AN D M A K E M O R E M ONEY
Hatches of various kinds of flies and rod ashore and, falling upon this
are constantly appearing
onthe trout, I pinned him to earth, past all
water from spring until fall. These escape.
This was about as exciting
BOX W, OAK PARK, ILL.
natural flies embrace ain infinite var- an event as I ever took part in.
j iety.
Sometime® they drop
upon Large trout, in deep, still water, do
tJhe water by accident, sometimes not readily come to the surface for
they dip into the water by design an artificial fly,
1 do not
know
*while flying about.
Often they are whether this is- because they
are
j blown into the water by the wind inert or logy most of the time, or
or because they are disabled
from whether it is because of timidity.
some cause.
Some varieties
are
At nightfall trout frequently move
j hatched in the water and make their -from the deeper water to shallows,
way out.
I have heard, with what in order to feed, and will then take
truth. I do not know, that the caddis the fly more freely.
•
fly deposits its eggs on leaves over j A trout that has concealed himself
the water, and these eggs drop into so that he cannot see about him very
the water and go to the
bottom, (well is much more apt to take the
where they finally appear in the farad fly than a trout in open water.
of a caddis worm, which worm re- j The trout in the open has perhaps
mains in the water until the next seen the fly, under frequent casts,
season, when it emerges from tlie slowly approaching, and has had a
water ais a> moth, or mi liter.
chance to appraise its value, or has
This caddis worm can be seen in observed to himself that it is un
the water, clinging in. countless num natural that a natural and edible fly
bers to rocks and logs or sticks. If -should continue to alight on the
forms a cyst about its body, made waiter, and then fly up with such
up of small pieces of wood and a unvarying regularity.
So by
the
secretion from its body, of about tlie time it reaches liis striking
range
size of a small' lead pencil, and an he is prepared to treat it with, dis
i inch in length.
dainful contempt.
*
It remains in this all winter,
But take this0 same trout concealj crawling about by the aid of its ed under ai log, or a rock, or some
j front feet and head, which, it can grasis, and have the fly, suddenly and
! obtrude from the end of this case.
without warning, fall delicately
on
While in this state trout eat it, the water within his jurisdiction—lie
i together with its home.
When it may forget his caution and all the
¡ finally comes out of the water as a lessons of experience.
It is hard
miller they have another chance at -for a trout to resist a quick tempta
tion-, one that he is not given time
it.
For these reasons
.Most of the natural flies that fur to reason about.
nish provender for trout are short it is difficult to take trout with a

CONCERNING

FISHING

Reels With Some Further Com
ments on Entomology

LIVE ANIMAL TRAP

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY

Are You Coming

To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than ever
before.

Our Information Bureau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.

Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

aine Information Bureau

- Maine

fly from open spring ponds, alti10Ugi)
now and then in such a pond all the
trout seem to be simultanecusiiy ^
tacked by a fatal credulity.
I-n rapid, troubled water trout lose
much of fclieir caution, and also on
dark and windy days, or in jungly
It is averred by many anglers, and
I believe with truth, that the trout
in a stream that is being constantly
whipped grow wise and sophisticated
to flies and aire harder to deceive
than the trout in a new stream.
A-t times trout will h-ang out in
unlikely shallows and byplaces along
a stream, aaid the wise angler' will
secure great rewards by assiduously
cultivating these nooks and comers.
I have seen a few angliers who see®,
ed to possess an almost unerring judg.
ment as to where to look tor trout.
When 1 have taken such a one to a
stream that was new to him I have
often found him e-n rapport with the
best habitats of trout.
I call this
angling instinct.
And further upon flies:
I prefer to have them mounted
upon No. 10 hooks, but do always
carry with, me a goodly number of
flies mounted on No. 8 hooks, and a
few on. No. 12 hooks, in order to
satisfy whatever demand may arise.
A hook smaller than No. 10 is not
so efficient in securing trout as the
larger hooks.—Neal Brown in Rod &
(Gun.

SPECIMEN ADDED TO
STATE MUSEUM
A valuable specimen has been pre
sented to the State museum by A.
E. Lord of Pittston, says the Kenne
bec Journal, it being an aaicient an
chor, which is assumed to be a relic
of the time when Arnold’s expedi
tion was at Pittston.
Opposite the
site of MajorCollburn’s yard in Pitts
ton, where Arnold’s batteaux iverel
built, A. E. Lord and J. Rafter were!
dragging a sturgeon net in the Ken
nebec river one day during the sum.
mer of 1904, and drew up this anchor
from where it was embedded in the
mud. The anchor is so rust-corrod
ed that it presents an irregular sur
face.
Its ring had rusted off when
they obtained it.
Its weight is
38 pounds, its length is 4 feet acd
the width across its arms is 21
inches.
The following paragraph concern
ing Arnold’s journey to Quebec is tak
en from the Magazine Section of a
Lewilston paper o f the dates, Dec.
23-27, 1905:
“ One month later than the day up
on which Reuben Colburn reached
Cambridge with the band of Indians,
the sorps of 1,100 men in AraoW’s
command marched from there. Em
barking at Newburyport, their advamce vessels reached Pittston, Sept
21.
To provide for trailsportatiw
on the river above tide water, not
navigable for these vessels, i>oate
were in process of building at the
shipyard of Major Colburn.
These
batteaux were not quite finished and
the first arrivals came to anchor and
waited for the remainder of the
vessel®.
Then the vessels proceed
ed, leaving behind a number of wen
who remained neaT the shipyard lo
bring up the batteaux.
In the haste
of building green pine boards were
used, rendering them heavy. Major
Colburn, or heirs, never received any
of the pay due from the
United
States gvoernmen-t for the batteaux.”
Another specimen recently added to
the museum collection is a spiny
crab, which, is encrusted with ?jnall
scallops.
This crab was dredged
from 60 fathoms of water and was
alive when brought up. It wafi pre
sented by U. G. BLackington of Cam
den.
Whenever you write to one of our
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine Woods.
It is important to
you to do so; important to us and
the advertiser * naturally wants to
know where you found his name.
___________________________
~i'

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g to B oston fo r
p le a s u re o r on a s h o p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a le e s c o rt w ill
find th e

TAXIDERMISTS
G.

Square

Uii KEL,

W

TAXIDERMIST

F ra n k lin
H ou se

Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing TsckJ*
Jrid an Moceasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
KANGfcLEY.
.
MAD»*

a d e lig h tfu l p lac e to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t , of
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , s a fe , c o m 
f o r ta b le o o n v e n le n t o f access,
p rices re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
tic u la r s a nd p ric e s address

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

They are mpde for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ov«r for excel
lence. IilustraLd catalopue free.

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E . Newton St., Boston, Mass.
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, Monmouth,
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BANGOR SALMON
THE CHARMS OF
SENT TO WILSON RANGELEY REGION
Tobacco That C o m e s T o You
Cut Up, C o m e s Dried Up
m—

UJImmmmmm

Another Ten-Pounder Puts Up A
Good Tussle

ed.
There is no other place in the
world where men habitually throw
back brook trout under three pounds
—“ to let them grow up;” where no
catch under that weight is even re
corded in the attested records which
every resort maintains; where it is
estimated that the number over six
pounds apiece taken during a single
Probably no section of Maine has season is more than six hundred;
brought larger measure of fame or where one tipping the scales at 1 1 %
favor to the state than that about pounds has been handled and weigh
the Rangeley Lakes.
For nearly a ed by a oroAvd of well-known ang
hundred years, this region has been lers.
Let the unbeliever make the
the Mecca of thousands seeking wild acquaintance of these prodigals
iu
environment, high altitude,
fish, person. " Such giants are taken in
game, and unsurpassed scenic beauty. all of the lakes, although Oquossoc
To-day, the Rangaleys have a Larger and Mooseiookmeguntic are the bear
clientele of delighted and
regular ers of angling banners.
The land
visitors. than at any time in their locked salmon in these lakes run to
history.
Old veterans, who remem fifteen pounds and the average is
ber the fishing of thirty years ago, about four pound«'.
If there were
exchange enthusiastic praise of scene no brook trout here salmon would
and sport Avitli young collegians maintain the fisliding credit of the
casting their first fly.
¡lakes.
There are no togue or lake
The sport is as fine as ever; the trout in Rangeley waters. The early
scenery, better, for here and there season is muclh favored by knowing
a picturesque log cabin has
been anglers, although there is reasonable
built on some sightly point or a sport aid summer and September fly
bright red canoe lends color against fishing is regarded by many as the
the dark green forest shore or the best sport of the year.
deep blue lake.
The Rangeleys are also' great game
The Rangeley Lakes axe stretched country, especially for deer. Occas
the
out in a wonderful series of connect ional moose are seen toward
ed waterways ninety square miles in north, and bears are taken frequent
area, about fifty miles in length, and ly, while ducks and other feathered
ranging from twelve to fifteen hun game are abundant in the
small
dred feet above sea level.
There wilder lakes, away from the larger

The Keynote of This Section
Is Variety

A Bangor special to th,e Lewiston
Journal! says:
The biggest
catch
ever made ait the Bangor
salmon
pood on the first day of the open
season was Thursday, when no less
than nine Large salmon were captur
ed by zealous fishermen.
The first fish was captured by
T a k e a P l u g o f S ick le th a t is e v e n th o r o u g h ly dried
John L. Thomas, of Rocklliand,
at
out so th a t w h e n y o u w h ittle it o ff it c r u m b le s into dust,
5.40 a. m., and weighed 16 pounds.
but it w ill b u m a n d s m o k e s m o o t h a n d c o o j a s it h a s all
The fish was sold at the record price
of its o rig in a l to b a c c o fla v o r p r e se rv e d , u n e v a p o r a te d in
of $32.00, or $2.00 a pound, the high©st price ever paid for a salmon in
Plug F o r m .
the state of Maine.
The first fish
W h it t lin g a pip efu l is little tro u b le , a m p ly repaid
usually sells for $1.50 a pound, the
in both q u a lity a n d q u a n tity .
T r y th is e x p erim e n t and
second for $1.25, then gradually down
as the season advances.
The first
judge for y o u rse lf.
salmon Avas bought by
prominent
Bangor Democrats, and shipped
to
President Wilson.
The season on Penobscot
river
salmon opened at 12 o ’clock Thurs
day morning, and a few hours after
wards Thomas captured the
first
salmon.
The fish put up a hard
fight, and Mr. Thomas came
near
losing him, as the salmon got behind
a rock at one time, and frayed the
leader considerably.
About half an hour after
Mr.
Thomas captured liis beauty,
Fred
B. Tuck, of Bangor captured a ten
pounder, which won the admiration
abiding citizen to observe its provis-1 0f the other fishermen.
Roy Ewer,
ions and the regulations.
It is the |of Bangor, was in the boat with him.
duty of the Department of Agrieul- ¡The fish put up a good' tussle.
ture to enforce this law and the of
Mr. Thomas had been fishing about
ficials in charge Avill endeavor to do half an hour when he captured the
so as long as it is in force. Reports salmon and there were other Ban
of violations wild be carefully inves gor fishermen out at a still earlier
tigated and when sufficient evidence hour.
Last year the ice had not
is secured they will' be reported for gone out on A pril 1, but Michael
In this connection it Flanagan succeeded in capturing a
Washington, D. C., April 2.—Many prosecution.
of the press comments on the deciS- s-uould not be forgotten that an of- Ifish by daylight, and this vear, the
ion of the United States
District fender against this, as in the case oi j conditions are much better, so the
Coart, rendered March 20, at Topeka, other United States laws, Is subject fisherqaen were out in force.
At
Kansas, holding that the Federal Mi to prosecution any time within three seven o’clock there were a dozen or
gratory Bird Law is unconstitutional, lyears from the date the offense is 15 boats out, aibl the fishermen doing
according to the United States De committed.
their best to land a prize.
partment of Agriculture, are erroneThe second salmon was solid to
'ous and are apt to mislead the pub
Gallagher’s market at $1.50 a pound,
lic concerning the real situation
in
which is also the highest price ever
this matter.
paid for the second fish .1
The Kansas decision, like a for- \
Among those out for the first sal
mer decision to the same effect in
mon Thursday morning were Miss
the Eastern District of Arkansas, is
Jeanett© Sullivan, the famed Bangor
limited in its operation solely to the
|Avoman ndmrod, Patrick Coyne and I
district in which it was rendered.
others.
Neither decision settles or nullifies
I Mr. Thomas came up from Rock- j
the laAv, and the exact contrary has
» |land especially to try for the first
been held by the United States Dis
Maine is to have a big
musical |sail!mon> and was proud of his sue- j
trict Court for South Dakota. The colony the coming summer. Rudolph
cess Thursday morning.
He told :
Arkansas cas© has been appealed to, Ganz, the great Swiss pianist, find
friends Wednesday that he was go- !
and is now pending in, the United ing himself unable to make his us
ing to capture the first one and was 1
States Supreme Court.
The Act of ual European trip, has written to a
naturally very much pleased to ful
Congress protecting migratory birds; ^riend in Portland to secure a house
fill his promise.
stand? effective until the
Supreme for the summer.
It is understood
The fishing should be excellent for
Court finally decides the question of that liis plans will include a summer
RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE THROUGH THE BIRCHES
Us constitutionality.
In the mean camp probably near Sen ago or some a while as the water is fairly low
time, it is incumbent on every law- place not farther from Portland, for and there is but Little ice in the are really four lakes, although six settlements.
There are several routes into the
river.
in name.
Between the lakes are
about 25 musicians.
It will be a
Rangeley region.
To reach
the
highly developed “ carries” tanging
great addition to musical circles of
most easterly lake, which, is Rangefrom
a
few
rods
to
five
miles
in
Portland.
SANDY RIVER RANGELEY
ley or Oquossoc, the traveler may
length; over the five-mile
‘‘carry”
journey direct by rail, through Far
comfortable vehicles transport
the
LAKES RAILROAD
O V E R 5,000 A U T O M O B IL E L IC E N S 
mington and Phillips to
Rangeley
traveler.
t
ES IS S U E D .
village, or lie may use the more di
TIME TABLE
The keynote of the Rangeley region rect route, with standard gauge eis variety.
In this respect it has quipment, through Rumford
Over
5,000
automobile
licenses
have
and
In Effect,December 14th, 1914.
The sucker fishermen who
set few equals and no superiors.
The Bernis to Oquossoc station,
been issued this year from the of
which,
their
nets
along
near
the
east
shore
eastern end of ■the chain touches a like Rangeley village, is on
fice of the secretary of State. Last
the
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
of the Kennebec river at Augusta, comparatively settled community with hme of the lake of thiait name. This
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at year the total registration of machin
find
the
catch
to
be
a
varied
one
considerable farm land and a thriv route brings the traveler in through
5.15P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas es in Main© was about 14,000,
so
s e r trains arrive from Phillips -at 6.55 A . M.
and parlor cars, and is the most direct
of some mornings when tne traps are ing village; westward, bolder
Md from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 that in the first three months
P.M.
1915 more than a third as
many hauled, and one morning a day or wilder environment occurs with ‘ evv' ■mearns of reaching the summer places
in er hotels and camps, and around the \ . ^ western end of that lake and
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves licenses have been sent out as
for two ago one of the men found
«11.00 A. M.
the
trap,
in
addition
to
a
lot
of
suck
extreme westerly
waters -will b« Ion fcbe
Iaik)e of the series, The
the entire 12 months of last year.
STRONG PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
ea,S(terIy route carriesi the tourThe increase of this year to date in ers, four black bass, two pickerel found much wild land so entirely ! ^
P*rminsrton, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and dicated a total registration for
1915 and two German, carp. The fish which free from any sign of human occu- j .gt thr0,u^ h gOTUO ot- th e ftoe®t forest
jMgeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.50 P.
are protected by law were thrown pancy that it will satisfy the most : liand ^ the state aJ]ld over a v,eTy
of between 16,000 and 18,000.
back into the "water.
ardent seeker after solitude.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
! quaint, narrow-gauge railroad, thor|A87 P. M, and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
The shores of some of the lakes i oughiy modern in service.
T H IN K T H IS O V E R
Augusta fishermen are beginning to rise gradually to high hills. Almost
Rangeley village, at the extreme
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
AM. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M ., and from
speculate on the date on which the from the water’s edge of others, pre eastern end of the lake, is
Just
at
this
time
the
mail
order
the
fwminjrton at 11.45 A . M. Leaves for Phillips at
**40P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
houses are active in flooding the ice will leave Cobbosseecontee, at cipitous rock faces rise to heights largest settlement in the region. It
Many a sandy contains a public library and shop
and of hundreds of feet.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for country with big handsomely gotten which time the spring trout
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For up
It is strand offers a fine canoe landing ping facilities unusual in a place of
catalogues, quoting
attractive salmon fishing will begin.
wngeley at 6.15 P- M.
said that the ice usually leaves the and bathing beach; on most of the its size.
Close by is the famous
Paaasnger trains arrive from Farmington at prices on staple articles and making
¡*•65. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at all sorts of big sounding claims for lake from April 12 th to the
19th, lakes, however, the forest extends to Rangeley Lake House, one of the
1L20, M.
oldest and finest summer hotels in
¡your cash.
They do not offer ' to but on account of the early spring the shore.
many
believe
that
the
lake
will
be
the state, accommodating five hun
exeto-ge
their
eoods
for
the
tom.Two
magnificent
game
fish,
brook
uangeiev ¿ .¿ v r . m. ana nrrive» m
«fmingtun at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 10.15 A . M,
ens’ eggs,, poultry, butter o(r other clear of ice by April 10. The con trout and landlocked salmon,
are dred guests and containing such lux
They don’t trust a pen dition. of the ice at present however found here.
The former are as uries as private baths, sun parlors,
HANGELBY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for ¡produce.
j^oington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. ny’s worth, but make you pay
Patrons also have the use of
cash does not appear to indicate that it sociated with thef special fame of etc.
The Mountain
before you get the goods and the is going to take its departure very these waters, for nowhere on this excellent golf links.
As the water in the lake continent, perhaps in the world, does ■View House, at the western end »f
S
RAIN
Phi,,iPS at 3,45 *freight besides.
If anything
is soon.
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN loaves at 1,00 ! wrong with the goods, or they
do was very low when it was closed by the genuine brook trout attain such the same lake, is another large and
F-M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M .
The truth is gradual well equipped hotel, while Pickford’s
not suit, they will not exchange them ice last winter and has risen some development.
They pay no taxes
into this spring, tlieTe is # considerable ly making its Sway into the minds of Catnips, on the shores of the lake,
ÎINGFIELD PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for for you.
Bigelowat 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M . For Farm- your city or county treasury,
with open water i‘n some places between anglers, who ought to have had more near Rangeley village, serve a large
Won at 12.40 p. m .
which our schools are maintained, the ice and the shore, but some of faith, in their fellows, that stories clientele. Other accommodations for
®WEL0W PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for roads, bridges and sidewalks built. the cottage owners who were
out of nine, ten and eleven-pound spec visitors at Mingo Springs are found
¡Vpington at 10.60 A . M. Arrives from K ingThey do not contribute to our church Sunday took measurements and re imens taken from these waters are on the north shore of the lake, be
10.00 A. M.
the
F. N, BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
es, charitable institutions, nor to our port that they found ten inches of facts and not romances. These are sides numerous farmhouses in
solid black ioe.
Phillips, Maine.
the genuine salvfelinns fontinalis, vicinity cater to sportsmen.-—Fish
poor.
square tailed, red spotted, pink flesh- and Game in Maine.
»ammmmmm

R eal to b a c c o fla v o r d e p e n d s u p o n the le a f b e in g p re
served in its n a tu r a l s ta te , p o ssib le o n ly b y p r e ssin g the
leaves into p 7u g fo r m a n d k e e p in g it in b y c o v e r in g it
with a n a tu ra l l e a f w r a p p e r . T h e n a tu ra l fla v o r and
strength o f to b a c c o e sc a p e w h e n c u t o r g r a n u la te d .
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PROTECTION LAW
STILL EFFECTIVE

Department of Agriculture Will
Continue to Prosecute

MANY NOTABLE
MUSICIANS

Will Make Maine Their Summer
Playground

&
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changed, please give the old as well as new
address.
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SP R IN G A D V E R T IS IN G

This neiwispaiper invites its readers
to the careful/ consideration of the
announcements in its advertising
columns of the fine lines of spring
goods now being offered.
This is
a time of year when people
are
spending a good-" deal! of money for
new material.
It makes a big dif
ference to the family 'balance sheet
at the end of the year whether or
not the purchases of the spring
season are »made
carefully and
thoughtfully.
Tlhe wise purchase is the one made
aftejr study of the announcements in
the home newspaper.
Examination
of the advertising gives a clear idea
as to what merchants are the most
enterprising and what special bar
gains are being offered just now.
Pick out the men who bid the most
actively and intelligently for your
spring trade, visit their stores and
inspect their offerings and you will
find; the chance for a selection; that
you won’t regret.
S T A T E OF M A IN E .
P U B L IC N O T IC E .

Modification of Rules and Regula
tions of the Commissioners of In
land Fisheries and Game.
The rules and regulations adopted
by this commission on September
20th, A. D., 1913, prohibiting a/lil
fishing eîjcept fly fishing in
the
South Branch of Dead River above
Flagg Dam and in the tributaries to
said South Branch above said Dam,
in the county of Franklin, and pro
hibiting the taking of more than ten
trout and land-locked salmon in all
in any one day by one person
in
any of the above named waters,
are hereby repealed.
Augusta Maine, March 31, 1915.
Harry B. Austin,
Walter I. Neal,
F. E. Mace,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game.
His Answer Was Correct,

Papa (concealing something in his
hand)—“Willie, can you tell me what
it is with bead on one side and tali
on the other?” Willie (triumphantly)
Oh, I know! It’s a rooster on a
fence ?”—Judge.
Odd and Even.
His Wife—“I don’t want you to be
coming home at such odd hour.” Hus
band—“All right, dear, I’ll try to makt
It four instead of three.”—Philadel
phia Bulletin.
Only

Education of Value,

Reading and writing are in no sense
education, unless they contribute to
this end by making us feel kindly to
wards all creatures.—Ruskin.

STATEMENT OF THE
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
CIRCULATION, ETC.
of Maine Woods local edition, published weekly
at Phillips, Maine, required by the act of August
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Editor, L. B. Brackett, Phillips, Maine; busi
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Brackett Company.
Stockholders holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of stock, L. B. Brackett. M. E.
Brackett, J. Scott Brackett, D. F. Field, Phillips.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more of
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IN AND ABOUT PHILUPS
-------

B ra c k e tt C o .

Phillips, Maine
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F E D E R A T E D CHURCH

U N P R O FITAB LE

DAIRY F A C T S

Any Farm er Can Insure Failure of
His Business by Following Rules
of Arizona Expert.

Medvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending April
17.
Sunday, April 11, Lincoln Sunday,
10.45—Morning Worship.
Sermon,
“ Abraham Lincoln.”
12 .10—Sundayschool. • 7.30—People’s service. Mus
ic by Choral Club.
Readings from
Dunbar, Mr. Noble.
Address, ‘'Lin
coln's Monument.”
Thursday, April 15.— “ Gur Duties
to Others,” Gem. 4:9; Ejek. 3: 162 1 ; Rom. 15:1.

Last Saturday evening Mr.
and
Mias Miriam Brackett entertained
the following friends at whist Wednes Mrs. Stanley BlaisdeM entertained a
By following these rules any dairy
at
progressive
day evening: Mrs. Hariy Chandler, party of friends
farmer
can insure the failure of his
whist.
Easter
favors
and
decorat
Mrs* Carl Beedy, Mrs. Everett Knapp,
business, says Professor G. W.
Delicious re
Mrs. S. A. Blaisdell, Mrs. Everett ions were in vogue.
Barnes, farm advisor on live stock of
Beedy, Mrs. W. Henry True, Mrs. A. freshments of ice cream, cake, and the University of Arizona agricultural
G. Cronkhite, Mrs. W. J. Carter, Mrs. fancy crackers were served.
■The extension service:
Frank Horeyseck, Mrs. Glidden Par guests were Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
1. Use scrub bulls. This will run
ker, Mrs. N. E. Butler, Mrs. Elwin Carter, Mr. and Mrs,
Alfred
G. down any herd in quick time.
Webber, Mrs. Frank Davis, Mrs. Floyd Cronkhite, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
2. Let the bull run with the cows.
Parker, Mrs. F. N. Beal, Misses Edith Knapp, Mr. and Mrs. Glidden Park This will make their milk yield fall
Hunter, Edith Morton, Emma Russell, er, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck, off and their calves come when least M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L CHURCH
Elma Byron, Edna True, Kathleen Mr. and Mrs. Henry True, E. C. desired.
3. Do not test the cows for milk
Noble, Beulah Irwin, Tina Miller, Wil- Higgins, Ralph Treeartin,
Roland
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
_ j
production or butterfat. In this way
helrritne Skolfifeld. Miss Elma Byron Hinds and Misses Edith
Hunter, the poor cows will lose enough money
/Sunday, April 11.—Morning wor
won the first prize and Mrs. Everett Miriam Brackett and Edna
True. in a year to buy several good ones. ship, 10.45.
Sermon, “ The Second
Beedy the consolation. Refreshments Mr. and Mrs. Everett Knapp won the
4. Keep only the heavy eating Coming of Christ.” Sunday school,
were served.
highest score for the evening and cows which produce little milk.
12.
Junior League, 3.
H|tfwort}i
5. Raise only the heifers from
A regular meeting of North Franklin Miss Edith Hunter and A. G. CronkLeague, '7.
Subject, “ A Singer with
Pomona Grange No. 22 P. of H., will liite were awarded the
consolation non-producing cows.
a Consecrated Voice.”
Prayer and
6. Feed sour and rotten feeds.
be held with Aurora Grange of Strong prizes.
praise service, 7.30.
7.
Do
not
supply
pure
water,
but
on Thursday April 15th at 10 o'olock a.
We regret very much the omission of
Thursday, April * 15.—Mid week
m. Picnic dinner. State Master Stet our Rangeley news from our local edi_ make the cows drink out of mud
holes.
prayer
meeting, 7.30. Business meet
son will be present.
tion and much other matter, which wa8
8. Furnish no shade during the ing of the Official Board, 8.30.
Mrs. Cora D. Knapp, who has been unavoidable owing to a breakdown on summer months.
9 ................
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. W. A. the linotype machine.
9. Have no shelter for the cows in
cold and inclement weather. This A R O U S E D IN NICK O F TIME
Dijfl the past few weeks has returned to
Kingfield.
Explorer’s Intuition Saved H im From
DRYDEN
The following program was given in
Death at Hands of Polynesian
the Union Sunday school last Sunday:
W a rrio r.
Recitation, Laura Belle Hutchins, re
April 5.
citation, Helen Leavitt; recitation,
When Mr. E. J. Brady was making
Mips. H. L. Adams spent a few
four boys, Donald Field, Everett Pillshis wagon journey across Australia
bury, Malcolm Haley, Kenneth Camp days in Strong last week.
he had many Interesting experiences
bell; recitation, Evelyn Hood; recita
Miss Clara Virgin of Pfkillips
is
with the Bushmen, and on one occa
tion, Carroll McLeary; recitation, visiting her aunt, Mrs. H. D. Ham
sion was fortunate to escape without
a Polynesian arrow in his back. His
Evelyn Pierce; recitation, Holman den.
wagon had come to a lonely camping
Toothaker; recitation, Maxine Hoyt;
C.
L. Chatman lias been ill sev
place, and the driver had led off the
recitation, Leonard Pratt; song, Helen eral days with an abscess in his
horses in search of water. Mr. Brady
Ross, Dorothy Smith; recitation, Mar head.
___
was alone. He relates the incident In
garet McKenzie; recitation, Elizabeth
“ The King’s Caravan.”
Edward, the little son of Mr. and
McKenzie.
I might have lain in the shade for
Mrs. James Thompson is very
III
By^an invitation from Miss Wilbur,
a quarter of an hour when that intui
with pneumonia.
A trained nurse
the superintendent,
the Sunday
tive sense of the presence of some
school class of Mrs. F. B. Pillsbury and is in attendance.
one that all animals and most Bush
N. E. Adams is suffering with
their mothers met in the Parish House
men and some women possess, caused
me to turn over.
for a party last Friday afternoon. heart trouble.
A barefooted Islander, a walk-about
Those present were: Carroll, Evelyn
Mrs. C. H. Crosby has been
in
Kanaka, stood about twenty feet
and Laura Pierce, Holman Toothaker poor health for som'e weeks.
Dr.
away. In his sable ugliness he was
Olive Toothaker, John McKenzie, York attends her.
W ell Arranged Dairy Barn.
surveying
me curiously from behind a
George McKenzie, Donald Field, Laura
Tlie Dryden, school will begin
tree. In one hand he held a long
Belle Hutchins, Melvina Hutchins, Monday, after a three weeks’ vaca will reduce the milk flow from 35 j Island bow, to the string of which he
to 50 per cent.
Kenneth Masterman, John Bangs, tion.
was just fitting an arrow. I saw he
10. Milk at irregular intervals.
Ruth Bangs, Kenneth Campbell, Helen
had more arrows in reserve, probably
Mrs. Clara Byron is visiting her
11. Hire rough milkers who do not ] poisoned.
Leavitt, Malcom Haley, Everett Pillsson, O. S. Byron in Starks fdr a mflk thoroughly.
busy, Mildred McMullen, Maxine Hoyt,
Now I had done nothing to arouse
few days.
12. Get in the cows with the as the animosity of a savage in that lone
Leonard Pratt, Florence Stewart, CarMiss Mary Davenport entertained a sistance of dogs.
ly spot. But if 1 had ever read “ mur
roll McLeary, Marjory Whittemore,
13. Feed only enough to keep the der” w-ritten on a human face, Poly
party
of young people at
whist
Evelyn Hood. The children played
cows alive. This will surely stop the nesia at that moment confronted me
Refreshments milk flow.
games and light refreshments were Thursday evening.
with that word.
were
served
and
a
most
enjoyable
served. Each child received an Easter
14. Never pay any attention to ud
The- wagon stood to my left ten
chicken or rabbit and all spent a pleas evning spent.
der troubles. Beautiful cases of gar paces. I concealed my convictions
ant hour.
Mrs. C. C. Campbell is somewhat get may thus be developed.
while I slowly drew up on my left
15. Buy cheap dairy cows any heel and said with great friendliness
Hon. N. P. Noble was in Portland on improved in health.
where.
In
this
way
one
may
succeed
business a few days this week.
Everett Hewey spent Sunday
at in introducing contagious abortion in to my black friend:
Mrs. A- D\ Graffam will be the host home with liis family.
“ Hullo! What fella you?”
to the herd and community.
The dogs, which had not been dis
ess for the 1913 Club this week. The
16. Keep the dairy buildings and
W ill Tufts has bought the Charles
turbed by the Kanaka’s stealthy ap
ladies met with Mrs. F. S. Haley last.
utensils
as
dirty
as
possible.
A
very
Ranger house on Main street and
proach, started up barking. The other
Charles Bleu has been unable to
will remodel jt and move there soon. inferior quality of milk may thus be fellow’s answer, If he made any, was
work for the past four week on account
produced.
and remains immaterial. For I fol
of rheumatism, but is now able to work
lowed the friendly query by digging
up your wood.
my boot heel well to earth, and flying
It is expected there will be work at
in two birdlike leaps to the wagon. 1
the regular meeting of Hope Rebekha
To seize the shotgun, throw- myself
behind the wheel, ami lay two lovely
lodge this Friday evening. A tasting
significant barrels across it, so that
party is on the program.
Polynesia confronted Europe to Eu
Mrs. Bonney Webber recently re
rope’s greater advantage, was the
ceived some beautiful roses and orange
‘Twill soon be planting time and Ed
Never let the colt nurse If the mare work of a second.
blossoms from an aunt in Riverside,
gar R. Toothaker is already with the Is heated.
Then I bade the islander begone. I
Cal.
* * *
farm and garden seeds.
banned him from my presence in the
Mrs. Lewis Fournier of Madrid died
Early and thorough training makes loudest and worst language I have
Tuesday and the body was taken to
gentle, safe and tractable horses.
ever used, and I uttered it so that all
\
*
*
*
Lewiston, where she formerly lived.
Sedgeley & Co., are showing middy
northern Queensland might hear.
Keep young stock growing and it
A telegram received by Mrs. R. C. blouses for girls, age 12 to 20.
Polynesia left in a great hurrj\ j
will be earning something every day.
Ross late last evening stated that the
«
*
*
operation on her son, DeBerna Ross,
Insisted on a Revision.
No profitable animals should be
Bass shoes for youths and boys in
who is at the Massachusetts General
“ What do you think, Madga—shit
kept
a
moment
long
r
than
necessity
hospital, Boston had been performed large assortment at C. M. Hoyt’s.
I deliver my address on ‘The Ideal
requires.
Wife’ just as I've written it?” “ Certhat day and was successful and that
* * *
tainly not. You must rewrite it I
he was doing well. His wife went to
R. H. Preble has just received a
The profitable mutton breeds of
Boston Tuesday morning.
large line of the autographic kodaks. sheep are those of early maturity, can’t see that it fits me at a ll."—
Meggendorfer Blatter.
R. D. Knapp of Kingfield was a busi The latest thing.
rapid growth and necessarily short
ness caller in town Tuesday.
lived.
For the Eyes.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hammonds are
Refresh J;he eyes every morning bt
Housekeepers will be pleased to
It takes longer and costs more to
being congratulated on the birth of a
applying to them an eyecup filled with
daughter which occurred last Saturday. know that they can find delicious home make up a pound of loss than it does boracic acid lotion. This not only
to
add
five
pounds
of
gain
under
fa
corned
beef
at
George
Bean’
s.
Those
H.
H. Field went to Boston Wednes
gives a sense of refreshment, hut also
vorable conditions.
day morning to join his wife and little cucumbers in the window, look good,
makes the eyes clear and bright.
too.
daughter, Dorothy, who have been
there for several days. Miss Dorothy
is to have an operation for the removal
A good assortment of the Wightman
of adenoids.
& Hough quarter gold lockets, in the
Andrew Keene of East Madrid who plain, engraved and Roman finished at
suffered a shock several days ago, died the jeweler’s, A. G. Cronkhite.
Wednesday morning. His age was 65
T h e Q u a lity C a r
years. The funeral services will be
Did you known that bicycle riding
held at the schoolhouse at 10 o'clock
$ 6 0 0 Touring Model, Equipped Complete,
Friday and the body will be taken to was to be the fad again. The Phillips
Including Electric Starter and Electric Lights
Hardware Co., has got a fine line of
East Livermore for burial.
The Social Service Club will meet these machines for both the parents
Automobiling for everybody!
The utm ost in style,
next Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock at and the children. Call and inspect
comfort,
and
extrem
e
economy
in
operation are now happily com »
them and get prices.
the Parish House,
bined in this new M E T Z Touring Model. The up-to-date c o m 
R. L. Withee is having a radical
change made in his residence in
Now is the time to purchase wal pleteness o f its equipment leaves nothing to be wished for. It is
Farmington by the erection of a paper. C. F. Chandler & Son have
a strictly
G R A D E car in every m eaning o f the term.
flight of stairs leading directly from some handsome patterns.
and let us demonstrate it to you, or write for new
the sitting room.
catalog.
D.
F. Hoyt wishes to call attention
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
to his new line of 25 and 50 cent men’s
C h a s. W . S k illin g s,
W O O DS A N D
READ A LL
garters, all colors single and double
F a rm in gton , M*
r
.
r.
D
.
4
.
THE LO C AL N E W S .
grip-

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

LrvfcSToc,

IN o t e s «

METZ “25”

luxurious

HIGH

1

Call
illustrated

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED

WOObS,

P H ILLIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 8, 1915.
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garden truck are being harvested and lies motionless and hidden, from trout of his own catching this spring.
and islh.ipped to New York.
view until tlie owner lakes him out. It is- said that there is nothing do
cent « word in advance.
No headline or '
11
*
i
t
p
i
»
j
t RiV A \T 1 ^ always try to bring tulo-nig
one
trout
Upon close examination of creek ing as yet in the average
Airdisplay- Suhiecta in a, b. c. order
il*®r ____________ ______________ _
1
dozen at least of Bermuda onions, banks; shallow hollies will be found brook, but Mr. Redmond must know
just out of tflie soil, to tny
host, from which Mink have dug out craw of at least one brook that is ahead
of Shovel handle blocks,
Ca,pt. Billy, and have so advised him fish and frogs.
and spring 1915, X X blocks,
For the purpose of of the average for he has made sev
to-day.
Billy is powerfully foand of conceaUing trap select holes in the eral tjripis to date and has brought
Hyents; X block®, 60 cent s; No. 3
onionlfS'; be, and Mrs. Billy, who, by most obscure places, onjljarge them home some handsome fisflii.
24 cents per dozen.
Ames
the way, is an unusually good all to 4 inches in diameter and 12 inches
jovei & Tool Co., D. G. Bean
round cook and provider, know how in depth, dash waiter over the hole to
The thousands of ducks, which for
^ t, Btoeham, Me.
,
Wakefield, March 29, 1915.
to ^it them fortlh.
No one need go make it look olkl, open clam and drop months have been stopping at the
png SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3 To the E d ito r of M aine Woods:
away from, their table hungry or dis- j jn hole, tie live bait to small1
! stick mouth of the Kennebec have depart
; p. complete $85: 4 ^ H. P. $110:
I hardly knew whether to address satisfied.
and stake in bottom of hole, out of ed on their northern flight.
p. $1251 6 H. P. $150. Guaran you as “ Dear Sir’’ or ‘‘Lear Mad
•But to get back to ‘‘brass tacks
reaicih of pedali, set tra|p and cover
tied for five years.
28 Inch saw am.”
One thing I do know,
to To-day is \a beautiful, mild
spring well with tnaisflj.
¿'»take
through
Other sizes in
proportion. wit:
I must write you or bust. day, in Wakefield.
Our lakes and loop of spring with, live willows to
Ilrty days free trial.
Tlliorndike You will know by that just what ponds have been free from Ice for look natural; make holes' for this
For Affection and Fidelity No Living
^ n e Co., Portland, Maine.
a fever must be raging in my manly more than, ten days.
I dug
my same set under shelving banks, brush
Thing Can Equal Man's Com
breast anent the opening of another first lot of angleworms three days piles, drift wood; tree roots and in
panion, the Dog.
i competent housekeeper wishes welcome fishing season in the wilds ago, the soill in our back garden be- thick willows, always, near water’s
jo general housework in a small of Northern Maine.
The dog is the delight of the poor
I hope
and ing as soft and mellow as in sum- edge. Make no litter, leave ground
0 j,
Has a bay, 13 years
odd expect to land in Oxbow, Aroostook mer.
Apr ill1 1st, we go out
for natural.
Make set at the mouth of man’s hovel and the rich man’s man
sion. Faithfully he follows his mas
jjufl she wishes to take with her. county, on or about April 10, prop., trout ail oveg the state.
We find, a11 tile, at. ends, of hollow logs.
ter who tramps the dusty roadside,
5^ aaewers to Mrs. G-eorge Allen,: and to stretch my winter cramped
them (a- ferw) within two miles of
iSenure a large tile and force one and sits proudly upon the cushioned
fitoo, liaine.
•legs under Billy Soule’s hospitable our City Ball, and more plentiful' end of it into the mud along some seat of the millionaire’s de luxe
This fact may not be of some five to ten miles out. j think creek bank, etc., Where there
are machine.
Ifljl R E N T —“ Bircdi Point
Lodge,” table.
any
special
interest to your thous I know where a few can be caught indications of mink.
Wealth, caste, social distinction are
Dig out the
fia&ted on Lake Mooselookmeguntic
earth within the tile and set a Sure all one to him; he Is content and use
iirectly o p p o s ite
‘‘The
B irch es/’ ands o f readers, but to me it is the hence the worms.
I am usuaflly a very modest man, Death Traip before it.
Smear both ful In every station to which assigned
aown as the Newport of Maine. Un- prelude to the most joyful privilege
of
a
long
and
I
hope,
not
an
un
and
don’t
often
talk
about
myself
or
trap
and
tile
with
mud.
Place a by fate.
(3®tionab(Iy the most beautiful spot
Disguise does not deceive him;
eventful
(life,
my
many
trips
to
Ber
wh-at I have done, but as fislh and few drops of Mink Bait on a chip,
•d» Rangeley Lake country. Com
paint, tinsel, silk and jewels are no
muda in winter, not excepted.
game warden in these parts I have etc., place in the file, carefully re more to him than tatters, rags, worn
ically accommodates fourteen per
Bermuda, as you undoubtedly know had great pleasure, during the past moving all marks made in the mud shoes or ragged hats, but it is what
iod modem plumbing, ice house
¡H
Uwood abed stocked, motor boat, is an English Collony, and has been winter, feeding game birds. Pheas while making set, da.sli water over those things cover, the man, who wins
his affection or diBlike.
rowboats and canoes, all in
good placed under Martial Law since the ants and partridges have been quite it when work is completed.
But he knows the just from the un
All tourists, plentiful; the season has been mild,
Find a liolllow log- -put a
Sure
condition. Salmon and trout fishing, European war begun.
just, the kind from the unkind, the
so
they
have
fared
well.
We
have
however,
who
can
give
a
good
acc
Death
Trap
at
each
entrance
and
ipply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway,
when conceal carefully with leaves. Stake charitable from the-*uncharitable, the
ount of themselves and of their had two or three icy times
York City.
true from the false, the man from
every
bussh
and
twig
was
covered,
bloody meat within tflie log
and the hypocrite.
intentions, enjoy all the privileges
He is considerate,
¡DgSALE—Cow», A. S. Beedy, Plidl-' heretofore enjoyed, and without hin and the ground as well.
Then we make a trail to and from, the set courteous, chivalrous.
ll&Me.
by with Trail Scenf,
A felw drops of
drance.
All letters, both coming an went out with- grain, furnished
With devoted strength he has res
the the compound rubbed' on the soles cued his master from a watery grave
•—-------------------------------------going,, are carefully censored; and the state commission and fed
WANTED—Position as chef in sports j
a few Germans are interned on one birds, tracking them-in light snows when making the set will do this and dragged a child from an angry
Bin's camps or hotels.
First-class
fire.
whch fell.
Till is good work pays nicely.
of the islands in the harbor.
wk joaranteed.
18 years’ exper
Over bleak and frozeu mountains
The Bermuda season, just closing, good dividends, and furnishes health Dig some pooketsr small holes—a>
he has carried food and drink and
ience in all branches of
cooking.
has been a very quiet one,-—about ful exercise to such lazy cent enarians j iJOut eighteen inches deep and three brought assistance to the wounded and
3oo't use liquors and am eoonomior four inches in diameter in a bank those in dire distress.
half and half.
Nothing short of an as your humble servant.
al. Please mention wages you pay
The
receipt of your
valued j of earth, placing a bard or rabbit
earthquake can mar the charms of
And in return he asks but a little
nreply. Address Maine Woods.
this favored isle.
To-day, the mer- ‘‘Maine Woods’ started me on this |head in the excavation, concealing consideration and a few kind words.
N ever yet the dog our country fed, •
cury there stands at aibout70 degrees! speeL s° y °u Lave no one but your a sure Death Trap ait the entrance,
B etrayed the kindness or forgot the
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur fahrenheif probably', and all sorts of i honorable self to blame if I have and put some Animal Bait within. If
bread
iar information write to Box
67,
—Collie Folio.
excluded or gone the limit. May j.thdls set is made within seventy-five
Mis, Maine.
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE yi>u continue to flourish, and print
yards of a M i n lk d«n the decoymay
Make
your purchases from Maine
j be foundfor trap«
near roots,
rocks,
FOR SALE -‘‘Tanol” non -alcoholic YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURb IF due bills, till the almost inexhaustiOUR BAITS ARE USED. With each ! be wood-pulp suppdy of Maine is conetc., near dens. Aaii-maflis canbe Woods advertisements.
concentrated Food Flavors and Toilet j
! lertwi toto <•<**» a” d **»*• s « - .
|lured atwill by A „imat Bait to
Preparations for sale by Fred Orth, an“ ! f n o t SX f l e d your
returned. We must please you or lose friends, isn’t, that a good one?
Isuch plaices.
Remember it is alJr., Blanchard, Me.
Yours cordiailily,
money.
ways well' to drench, such sets as
J. C. Hartslhorne.
FOR SALE—Seed barley,
Fremont 5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
these with water thoroughly and to
O f an Occasional Trip to
BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
conceal the traip we/H.
Scamm&n, PhUM-ps.
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
M IN K
Build a small!' pen iu the water out
BACK.
_________
FOR SALE1—Four weeks’ old pigs. ;
of rocks, leaving but one entrance
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Maine.
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
This valuable little fur-bearing ani- to it.
Set a Sure Death Trap to W ill Be Greatly Enhanced I f the
will lure all flesh eating animals such as mail is shy, crafty amd am inveterate guard it.
On a stone within the
LAUNCH FOR SALE—Detroit Boat the raccoon mink, skunk, civeL erm- |hunter
Being endowed with a keen structure place some Animal Bait,
Co. 18-ft. launch with Detroit engine, me, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
.
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
good condition, built with unusual etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid, i sceB)t, he is not easily taken in trap6. care being taken, taken so that the
Home During Your Stay.
compound
oannioi
be
washed
away
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
|His favotrite daunts . are small
finisiifand equipment for
wealthy
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
stream®,
where
he
dens
in
thick
wil
by
the
water.—Trappers’
Guide.
:arty and now in boat house
of For luring muskrats only. Price (100House In the City, With All Conven
lows, long marshy grass, or driftiences Including Hot and Cold Running
Blue Mountain Camps, Wilton, Me., 150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
Water and Local and Long Distance
wood, usually having two diens not
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
is for sale at very reasonable price
Telephone in All Rooms.
He will, however, take
at present storage place.
See or For Turing beaver only. Price (100-150 far apart.
Just a step from Monument Square
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
up temporary quarters (wilien away
■mte George E. Clark, Wilton, Me.
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
TRAIL SCENT
|from home on long voyages) with h.is
Take the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car from
WANTED—Tw o first
class exper For making trails to and from sets, hospitable friend, the Muskrat, who.
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
ienced table waitresses for
hotel
:usery r7i: e r$i Uio 0pd„0stpaidCOn0miCai **!*■ —
^
•»
^
It is
baibUe tlh-ait Ed. Redmond
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
*ork. Steady work tine year "ound.
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00 nest for him’ an,d occaiSK>na,lTy yield£| of Bridge street ite tflie first Augusta
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
R. F. HIMMELBIN.
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND up llis own' b’° ldy to 1>ravid,e a nieaJ fisflierman to enjoy a mes® of brook H. E. THURSTON.
Proprietors.
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAT for 3lis hungry guest.
Crawfish,
Lady wishes position as pianist in 1OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT- frogs, clams, fish, birds, field mice
hotel or camps. Will assist in clerical TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE- an(j rabbits form his principal diet,
» • • • • • • • » » » » » ■»« » » » » » » » g » • • • • • «• I
.. V ,
. , ,
„
’
work. References. C., Box 738, Farrn- SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.
xu pursuit of which he leaves- no hole
ngton, Me.
] unexplored.
Here is one of his weak points—
M.
FOR SALE- $1,600 buys before April
he
prefers to capture and kill his
it, 100-acre farm that will carry 10
, own food, therefore, it is strategy
coxs and team; good building and
; to lure him into holes, with live bait
*ater hardy; nice apple and plum
where he is' accustomed to- find it,
orchard; ^lots of wood and lumber;
C onduct* a first class jo b prin tin g dep artm en t
Five
hundred
rabbits
wanted
during
the presence of wihicfli at once allays
Fanners’ telephone, one share; $60
his suspicion and arouses his furious
|
this
month.
Will
pay
fifteen
cents
each
cream separator, all farming tools
delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits hunting spirit.
Swifter than a oat
w hich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork
nearly new; flock of liens, four nice to be shot with nothing .smaller than
ihe darts into the hole to- seize his
Jersey cows, three are freslh; close No. 2 shot. For further information
prey, and then and there clashes- in
hy neighbors and school ; on R. F. write or phone
his Mink check, between the power
M . F. S T E V E N S , Dover, Me.
1. and two cream routes, 1 % miles
ful!' jaws, of the Sure Death
Trap,
Phone 64.15
horn M adisoD depot
and
electric
cars. O th e r business
cause
of
■Mnediate sacrifice sale.
Details,
M A P S O F M A IN E
Hisses Hunt, Strong, Me.

A SPEEL FROM

ilJl UADUW iVlAIN1

Trying the Early Fishing and
Longing for Trip to “Billy’s”

MOST FAITHFUL OF FRIENDS

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

HERE THERE AND
EVERYWHERE

MAINE WOODS

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box

Rabbits W anted

W h y n ot let u s H elp

RESORTS A N D

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps o f the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps :
Franklin County
$ .50
Somerset County
.50j
Oxford County
.50!
Piscataquis County
.50j
Aroostook County
.50;
Washington County
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 |
Geological map of Maine
. £j
R, R. map of Maine
.3f
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
Kermebec County
.36
Knox County
'
.35
Cutter for the Silo.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.36
There are on the market several Penobscot County*
-5o
makes of silage cutters that will give Waldo County
-3&
satisfaction. The capacity o f the ma York County
.35
chine to be purchased is an important
consideration which should not be
W B R A C K E T T C O .,
overlooked. Many persons make the
mistake of getting a cutter which is
P h illip s]
M ain e.
loo small, thus making the operation
of filling the silo very slow and interwith the continuous employ*
SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FOR
MAINE*
of the entire force of men

J.

WOODS.

you

ROADS

Chimney Built in Sixteen Days.
Afirm in St. Louis built last winter
‘ chimney 85 feet high and three feet
hside diameter in seven days’ working
time. It was actually in service, ac
cording to the Engineering News, six
teen days after receipt of the order to
iegin work. It was built of reinforced
file concrete on a reinforced concrete
foundation. At no time during the
building was the morning temperature
higher than 20 degrees Fahrenheit
^6 m aterials were heated before mix!n&and placing, and fires were kept
®^8 chimne*- constantly.

$150 A Y EA R .

g u n s

a n d

witH y o u r

a d v e rtisin g ?

*

I

FISH-RODS
William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed- It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M F. NYE,
Nfcw BterffiortLIMa*».

W e d esig n and p rin t B ook s, L e a fle ts Folders,
e tc ., and w ould be"’ pleased to fu rn ish sam ples,
dum m ies and prices on requ est.

J

BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

«
i

MAI N £
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WOODS,

on track of the lost cattle, he pur
sued the trail and ere long he heard
the tramp of some animal in
the
bushes near by, which he thought
must be one of the cattle of which
he was in pursuit.
He kept
on
The following story was published some twenty rods when he was sur
some forty years ago and the main prised and alarmed at hearing three
participant is now dead, but the distinct bounds and a fearful gnash
story is still good and we
reprint ing of teeth, and immediately a huge
it as it was published without any bear sprang from the thicket about
changes..—Ed. of Oxford County Ad three rods distant.
Young Poster
vertiser.
stopped and clapped his hands and
tried to encourage the dog by which
he was accompanied to attack the
A T>ue Story.
monster.
But the dog was
very
Among the early settlors of the much frightened and slunk away and
Foster
town of Newry situated in the north- hid himself in the bushes.
.ern part of Oxford county, was Asa turned and went about two rods to
Foster who ©migrated from Pelham, a sappling beech which was the only
Mass., and moved into the wilderness tree in the vicinity and which was
of northern Maine, before the com about seven inches in diameter at
The body of the tree
mencement of the present century. tlie ground.
He had seven sons and several was smooth and the lower limbs wer
daughters, all of whom grefw up to about eight feet from the ground.
man and womanhood.
Three of the The bear with jaws distended and
sons settled in Newry,' and two, if eyes glowing like fire, was close up
not ail1of them are still living though on him and his only chance was in
being able to cj/imb the tree.
He
advanced in years.
and
Although the town, of Newry Was sprang with all his strength
settled comparatively early, it still tried to grasp the lower limbs but
borders on a great wilderness.
On failed, but he seized the trunk of
the north, is the town of Grafton with the tree with both his hands and
The bear com
but few inhabitants; on the west and drew his feet up.
northwest, an unbroken forest stret prehending his intentions, sprang
ches away many miles into New after him but happily failling a Little
Hampshire and on the east is a wood short of his aim, he struck at the
Foster succeeded
ed elevation known as Puzzle moun root of the tree.
tain.
Two rivers run through the in reaching the limbs and as the
town and empty into the Andros bear recovered, he again sprang and
coggin.
One is Sunday river,
so raked Foster’s foot as he was draw
called because a surveying party ing himself into the lower branches.
spent a Sabbath on its banks, and He came very near drawing Foster
the other takes the name of Bear down^ but with alii his strength he
river because the same party saw a broke away and ascended the tree
He
bear either fording it, or very near i with the bear in close pursuit.
it.
On these rivers are fertile belts went up nearly thirty feet from the
of bottom land but the greater part ground where the tree was so small
of the town is broken and
rough that he could easing clasp it in his
and a considerable portion is still hands, and the bear foaming with
covered with the original forests. In rage and disappointment, was about
the wilderness west, northwest and four feet below him.
The tree beeast of Newry,' wild animals, such : gan to bend under the great weight
as are usually found in the woods of ;and Foster tried to balance it, but
Maine, are quite common, though not |the bear kept slowly advancing. In
so abundant as they were a few this moment of extreme peril,'’ it oc
years ago.
Among these, the com curred to Foster to try and shake
Secur
mon black bear, (Ursus Americanus) his pursuer from the tree.
was quite plentiful, and, in dry sea ing his hold with a vice-like clutch,
sons, when the supply of food unon and with alii his strength, quickened
which these animals usually subsist and increased by the fear of a hor
was cut off, they freqently
came rible death, be shook the tree, and
down into the settlement and were the bear being unable to sustain his
very destructive to sheep and green weight on the under side feflll to the
corn. They would also rob orchards . ground.
His fall of twenty-five feet
and bee bi-ves and sometimes they ¡momentarily stunned him, but he
have been known to . attack and de j soon sprang up and made several unstroy young cattle.
The bear story j successful efforts to recliimb the tree,
which we are about to relate is well ! hut each time fell back. While Brul
authenticated and the principal ac was trying to climb up a second
tor if we except the bear itself, is - time, Foster was not idle.
Taking
still living and was a member of the out his jackknife, he descended the
last Maine Legislature.
I tree a short distance, and cut off a
On the 16th day of September, ; limb about five feet long which
1846, Orrin Foster, son of Enoch, ¡he whittled to a point at one end,
and grandson, of Asa, of whom we j intending to make an attempt at the
have already spoken, was sent
by i bear’s eyes, should he succeed In
his father to search for some cattle |reclimbing the tree.
Being foiled
which had strayed into the woods, in his attempts at climbing he watch
and were lost.
He was then a ed Foster’s motions for a few mo
young man some 16 or 18 years of ments and then went for the dog.
age.
His route took him up the But the dog was not pleased
with
side of Puzzle mountain, through pas Bruin’s attentions and kept himself
ture and woodland and when about at a safe distance from hie bear ship
two miles from home, he came a- and finally left for ¡home. The bear
cross a cattle trail which led to a then returned to the foot of
the
brook.
Thinking that he had got tree and vented his anger in dismal

MAN TREED
BY A BEAR
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howls and in gnashing his teeth. He
would then follow the cattle
path
for twenty rods or more and then
return to the tree; thinking probably
that Foster had availed himself of
his absence and had descended from
the tree.
He tried this ruse again
ard again, but at last lie
became
discouraged at tile prospect of %n
evening meal in this direction, and
about sunset with a hohvl that seem
ed to shake the mountain and rever
berate through its dark ravines and
eavecrns, he slowly retired.
When Foster "rushed against the
beech, lie bruised his stomach and
after the immediate danger
from
the bear had passed, his chest be
gan to pain him seveneHjy, and lie
found it was badly swollen. He was
without coat and exposed on the
north side of the mountain, to the
chilly blasts of an autumn night. He
also began to suffer from hunger and
thirst, having neither ate nor drank
since morning.
His hands and feet
were badly swollen by holding on to
the tree and the blood rushed to
his head and throat, so as to almost
produce delirium.
He had
called
for assistance until his voice
had
failed him, and, after the bear left
him, he did not dare to leave the
tree, fearing the fearfuL
monster
might still be lurking near, ready to
pounce upon him.
This occurred on Sunday and his
parents had attended religious ser
vices at some distance from home
and had stopped with a friend to
take tea.
Returning at night, they
found the dog had returned without
his master, and, from his uneasiness
they felt certain that Orrin
had
met with some accident and
was
detained on the mountain.
The
news quickly spread through the
neighborhood and some twenty per
sons assembled with lanterns
and
tin trumpets, and with lighted torch
es.
Dividing into small squads, the
ascended the mountain, blowing their
trumpets and building bonfires,
to
much of which young Foster from
his elevated perch in the tree top,
was a silent spectator. But he was
so debilitated that he could neither
go down from the tree, nor make
himself heard. It was eleven o’clock
when three persons approached the
tree and among them he recognised
the voice of his father.
The hour of
deliverance had come and he
was
soon in the midst of his friends. Af
ter having his. limb® chafed for a
while, he was able, with the assis
tance which he received, to descend
the mountain and reach his home,
but it was more than a year before
he was able to perform much labor.
To him, his deliverance was like a
renewal of life.
While the hungry
bear was exerting ail his strength to
reach him, he expected to be torn in
pieces, and when bile monster left
him, death still seemed to
hover
near him in the fearful forms of cold,
hunger and exhaustion.
This was
nearly thirty years ago and Mr. Fos
ter has since reared up a
family,
filled important offices in his town
and served three terms in the State
Legislature.
He still preserves the
stick which he cut from the friendly
beech tree, and will never forget
the terrible incidents of that memor
able day and night, when lie was
treed by a bear.
F IS H A N D G AM E L A W V IO L A T O R S
P R O S E C U TE D .

The Commissioners of Inland Fish
eries and Game have recently been
notified of a number of prosecutions
made under the State fish and game
laws.
Deputy Game Warden M. P. Mur
phy of Oxbow reported the payment
of a fine of $40 by Fired J. Flemming
of Oxbow March 30 for the illegal po
session of a deer.
John F. Collins, deputy warden at
Lee, reported the payment of a fine
of $12 by Thomas Hurd of Burlington
on March 23 for illegal fishing.
Warden E. R. Twomhly of Enfield
reported the payment of a fine of
$10 and costs by Peter Pelky for
illegal fishing.
This case was pros
ecuted before the Old Town munici
pal court.
GREEN LA K E H A TC H E R Y SENDS
OUT HUM PBACKED SALM ON.

C. H. M cK ENZIE T R A D IN G CO., P H IL L IP 8 , M A IN E.

About 200,000 humpbacked salmon
from Green Lake hatchery were re
ceived at Ellsworth Wednesday for
distribution as follows; 45,000
for
Patten Pond stream in Surry;-and the
remainder, about 110,000, for Union
river.

WOMAN ENJOYS
SALMON FISHING

the moment he landed his {{<&
punt sank, leaving hiim to wade’ tri
umphantly ashore, his trophy ¡mh;'
hand.
lOne of the happiest incidents KMrs. Harmon’s camp career, too i
to do with a salmon.
por ^ ^
true fisherman or fisherwoinain, ^
has felt the thrill of pulling in ^
Wliat the salmon fisherman needs gamy beauties, there is nothing *
if he would be a reallly successful disheartening than to los® a big
sportsman is an exihau&tliess stock of This fish., and one of tine
patience.
That, at least, is a worn- salmon that Sebago has seen,
was
an’s testimony regarding tl;is popu almost caught by Mrs.
lRwinor
lar sport.
And as Portland women daughter-in-law, Mrs. Harry Harmot
in increasing numbers are
joining Almost caught— for that is % ^
the ranks oif salmon fishers at Se gic feature of the talle.
Mrs. ^
bago every year, a woman’s opinion men and her husband »came victafj
is by no means to be underestimated. ously back to camp trailing the fls
It was Mrs. Edward J. Harmon of at the end of their line.
^
St. John street, who has had sev they approached shore Mrs,
eral years’ experience in the pursuit leaned over with lief net to
of this elusive monarch of fresh- waf the prize.
Her husband interpo^
er fish/ that named patience as the however, pleading for a dhaaiee ^
primary qualification of the would-be play th.e fish a moment more, a*,
fislherwoman.
The Harmons have just at tliat psychological second tie
a camp at Sebago, and for a great big creature made a particularly L
many seasons have visited there in ious lunge, the hook gave way, ^
salmon fishing time.
To be sure, out of si gilt he glided wthiie tie
from a legal! standpoint salmon-fish group on the shore jumped up at;
ing time extends from early
April down and shrieked warnings and at
to late August, but your real sports thernas at the pair in the boat.
man is the one who hastens up to
Wiiile Mrs. Harmon Sr., does cothe lake the moment the ice is out boast of having made any partici,
to have his try at the wily denizen of arly brilliant catches-, she has lac.
the pool before other fishermen have ed her salmon again and again. St
been before him and have captured has felt thie pull of the fislh at fe
the prizes.
end of the line, has thrilled at tie
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon and
the sight, o f his sportive jump for &
members of their family have been hook, has responded with true jfifc
among these early fishermen a great er woman’s fervor to his vigor«
many times, as have other people fight against capture, has reeled
from Portland.
The Harmons have in and exulted in Iris beauty, a
their camp at Sucker brook, where
The real- fisherwomen, as well g
the salmon fishing is supposed to be thie fishermen, make their plans tc
about as desirable as at any place be at Sebago the moment the if.
on the lake.
Other Portlanders who goes out.
The Harmons have gro
are their near neighbors are Mr. and up three or four days in advance 3;
Mrs. Llewellyn Carfeton, James Nay this time, on a great many occa
lor, Miss Elizabeth Naylor,
Mrs. ions, and with a crowd of expect*!
Howard Smith., Mrs. Herbert Rich, camper® have watched and wait«
Miss Mabel Hayes and Mrs. Alex-ifor the hour to strike which ta
ander Fleming, while Mr. and Mrs. meant the possibility of this mos
Harry Harmon, and Mrs. Margaret alluring of sport-s.
Lewis always visit at the Harmon
They and t-heir camp neighbor
camp.
AH these ladies are enthus have gotten up early in the more
iastic fisherwomen, and Mrs. Frank ing, breakfasted, and gone out for s
McDowell, Mrs. John B. Porteous, ordinarily be family astir. They lia?and Mrs. Fred Holland are
other ordina-rily be faairly astir. They lav
Portland folk who frequently essay fished for four or five hours—wifi
their luck with rod and line.
the patience that Mrte. Harmon sarProbably all these women if ques- j a bom salmon- fisher must exercis
tioned would agree that
salmon j—and have taken good or had 'lit
fishing had a charm beyond that of j as the case may be, with true spate
any other kind of fresh water sport, manslhip.
if they have made 11
At least Mrs. Plarmon as their spokes-- catch in the morning, they to
man reaches the high water mark of rested and sallied forth to try tie*
enthusiasm when she describes the ! fortune again in the afternoon. At
excitement attendant upon the reel-1 provided night has arrived and lie?
ing in of onie of these glistening, sil- j have had no toll fish they have bet:
ver-isided beauties.
up with the sun the next morning 1
In many summers of camp life, find what fate has in store,
the isolated incident which stands 1 Every fisherman or woman lore
out in her mind as reaching the cli- 1to catch fish, but your true salnv-:
max of interest was a fishing
ex fisher will] be content if h® or sh
perience.
She did not participate in as the case may be lands onthis, but she watched it from her these big, silver-sided beauties
veranda with bated breath and shin three or four days’ fishing.
ing eyes and an eager intentness
And if a woman once in
that proclaimed her a true sports- course of a season as did Mrs. Lie*
woman.
lellyn Ca-rleton two years ago,
It was early morning, and f iv e , feels entirely satisfied
with hr
boats from the neighboring cam ps' summer’s sport.
For this wash
bad voyaged forth in search of sail- largest salmon caught in Sebago lib
mon-.
None of tlie five found it with a Bristol rod during all &
necessary to row any great distance season of 1913.
from the shore, liowever, for
the ! Indeed on general principles jfo
limpid, sun-flecked waters of Sucker women hold their own with the ps
brook furnish about as good salmon- in the sport of salmon-fish ing. It
fishin-g as is to be found. The boats some instances, they prove tbe.Wwere about fifty feet from the shore, ter sportsmen, since patience is ato
and were at intervals* of
several all the prime qualification, and the
feet apart.
The five rowers were feminine gender is acknowledged to
resting upon their oars.
The five possess this virtue in greater degree
fishermen—or fisherwomen as
the than the masculine.—Portland Sun
case may be; in this instance it was day Press and Times.
fisherwomen—had a “ strike” at once.
Now in the technicalities of salmon
A H O U S EH O LD REMEDY
fishing—and we rely upon Mrs. Har
mon for our authority—a strike
that has Lead for GO
means exactly the same thing
as
must be very, very good. Otherwise
dioesi a bite if you are fishing
for
it couldn’t stand this test of time.
the more prosaic perch., or bass or
Since 1850 “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medtrout.
Simultaneously, then,
five icine has been a leading household
big, siilvfer-bodied salmon leaped for remedy.
For 63 years it has proven
five tiny glistening objects
which its worth as a remedy for all stom
they believed to be minnows.
but ach, liver and bowel tro u b le s — and
which, al-as! were of human
and as a tonic of exceptional effect
not divine manufacture, and bore | Mrs. Cutler’s letter simply adds
'books embedded in them. Simultan to the overwhelming evidence:
eously, also five slender silk lines, Farmington, Me.:
incredibly slender to hold so big a
“ I have had quite a long experience
fisli, tauhtene-d with the swish, that with “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. I
can mean one thing and one only-— have used it for years as a
that the prize is hooked.
Simul medicine, a laxative, and for
taneously, the five individuals who stomach.
I use nothing else &
held the rods essayed to reie-l
in the children.
I know of no medicine
their captures, playing them a bit that could take the place of “L. F*
Atwood’s Medicine as a househol
as they reeled.
Meanwhile one of the boats had remedy.”
started to fill, but the lone fisher
(Signed) Mrs. F. J. Cutler.
man was determined not to be de The Big Bottle—At Dealers-35 c&
prived of his sailmon.
While the
Trial Bottle— By Mail— FREE.
boat sank he reeled and reeled, push “ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
ing toward Shore as he went. And Maine.

The Harmons Among the Early
Fishermen at Sebago

years
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with a .22 calibre rifle there is prac
tically no effect.

7

GREATEST YEAR
IN HISTORY

magic name you will fly away with
Robin Redbreast to the Eland of your
-Lost yo-uth, where old-fashioned sweetA. C., Kendal, Out.
snielliing posies bloom in the door1. How far will a .22 short, long
yard, and on the limb of the old ap1 Q u estion s t o /M r L a n e >
o f th is^ p ap er. ^
.A N
and long rifle bullet carry?
pild tree, close by the open window,
you will hear him persistently call
Ans. The .22 long rifle will carry
ing again and again—far loo early
about $,000 ft.
The .22 long about
in the morning—“ Cheerily-cheerup,
2,000 ft., and the .22 short slightly
cheer ilyioheerup.”
less.
die not worth saving for
his
2. How far wilt a .32 rifLe bullet
Present indications are that Maine, beauty and good cihear, alone?
carry?
as well as atlil. of the summer resort
Besides being a general good fel
Ans. I do not know which
.32
sections of New England, is to have low Robin is a most useful and in
calibre cartridge you refer to. If you
greatest season in its history, so dustrious citizen.
Mrs. Robin de
mean the .32 rim fire cartridges,
far as tourist traffic is concerned. mands very fine grasses with which
they *vill not carry as far as the
Even at the present time inquiries to liine her cozy nest, and when the
.22 long rifilie.
are being received from every sec
3. Would you kindly inform me tion of the country by the touring baby Robins arrive, they have sucyi
where 1 can buy cartridges for a .30 information bureau of the Maine Au- enormous appetites it keeps both Mr.
and Mrs. Robin on the jump to sup
calibre revolver, and is that calibre I tomobile Association at 12 Monument
ply their steady demand for fresh,
cartridge made now?
ISquare, Portland, and the Maine earthworms.
i o Chinook, Mont.
(G. E. S., Thiensville,.Wis.
Ans. If you mean the .30 rim fire i hotels Report the heaviest bookings
I Can the average person
use
The Robins include in their daily
Does the United States Govern cartridge, I believe that
some
of j in their history.
In many houses
¡to different guns alternately, say. a ment intend to enforce the migratory
j menu, white grubs, beetles, cutworms,
tl;e manufacturers are still making every room is taken for July and
n pistol and a 32-20 military revol- bird law' as far as Spring shooting
|grasshoppers, crickets, moths, ants,
them.
I would write the prominent |August,
rer, practicing with both of them, of ducks and geese is concerned, or
wasps, caterpillars, larv ae of . the
manufacturers and see what
they
So great has been the inquiry for gipsy moth, the brown-tail moth, the
juj do good shooting with both, or has this Law simply been enacted
can do for you.
road liteiature about Maine that the jf0,rest-tent moth, canker-worms, leafisit better to use just one?
and left to the choice of wild fowl
Maine Automobile Association is mak- j eating and wood-boring beetles, wireshooters
as
to
whether
they
live
up
Aas. There is an old saying, “ Re
J. K. B. ,Jr., Milwaukee, Wis.
ing every effort to issue its annual W(>mg aBd army-worms. ■It
Lias
Whilch seems to be
tire of the man with one
gun.’! tc it or not?
1. Ans. All will give good results, road book several weeks earlier than
been noted that when Robins
are
the
case?
; have always believed,
however,
This is a question for you to decide. 1jn previous years.
An attempt will
scarce,
the
army-worm
advances,
and
¿at consistent practice with dif.ferAns. As far as I can find
out,
2. What is the difference in shoot- be made to have the book ready for
models is a good thing.
I do |the Wisconsin State game [aw states !.ing qualities between a trap and a distribution in April and it is \jjoped on the coming of numbers of the
Robins, the army-worm disappears.
tot think that good results are ob- j that the open season
for
ducks, Standard grade 1912 hammerless re-1 that this may be done.
Most laborers ask more than board
tained, however, by constantly aliaug ; etc., is from September 7th to De- peating shotgun 30-inoh barrel, full
The 1915 edition Willi contain over and lodging for their toil.
For all
ixtgfrom one gun to another in the |ceinber 1st. There is, therefore, no choke?
35 per cent more matter than any his useful services (for which Robin
sane class, i. e., if you are shooting j Spring shooting in Wisconsin accordAns. If both, are ordered with a ’ previous volume.
It wili have in only asks food and shelter, and hust
tee particular model of pistol it is ing to the Wisconsin State Law afull choke barrel, ther£ will be no the neighborhood of 100
complete les these for him self). some selfish
wÜto stick to it.
The man who \side from the fact that the Federal
routes not printed in 1914 and this and ungrateful folk begrudge
difference.
the
b always buying new
revolvers1game law prohibits it.
It is
my
3. Can the trap gun be used witli|year it wiM cover all of Aroostook faithul Kittle worker the bit of fruit
spends time, which could be used to understand in g that the United States
much better advantage practicing, in Government intend to enforce
the |SUCC€SS on .ducks Mid other water i county and evciy section of the he gathers now and then for himself
fowl, or is same made special for State not represented in any of the and family.
Uncle Sam is authority
pull! and
fixing i Federal Game Law'.
adjusting trig
previous editions.
Many of
the for the statement that the industri
clay
bird
shooting?
sights.
ous American Robins really prefer
Ans. The trap grade shotgun will Istantor<1 routes wl,lch l!l8t
2. 1 am told that some g.u>u r> ! 1 ■ •'* •. Chicago, 111
wild fruit when they can get it, and
1
,
M
;
t~
o
‘¿«"inform
ed
regarding
1
give
excellent
results
for
water
M
r
l
i
*
™
*»
Mle
TOhrer shots don’t use the sight very
the shooting
Ithus year been reversed. The scope advises the man who wants bis or
the
manufacture
and
sale
of
much, but just throw the gun out
of the book lias also been greatly chard free from insects, to. allow a
!
quick and, pitying strict attention to Maxim Silencer for revolvers.
enlarged and this year it will include few trees for the birds or plant some
the target, shoot.
Do you think Lt|i,av« made an unsuccessful attempt
a number of routes in New Bruns wild mulberries fer these profitable
¡apossible to do very fine work this to secure one here at two o f the
wick as well as the routes between tenants of field and orchard.
The
>uld a largest sporting goods houses,
but
way? About how accurate
Quebec and Maine.
New Hampshire Russian mulberries, which ripen the
only succeeded in getting the factory
person shoot by this record?
is completely covered a,s well as same time as cherries, are preferred
Ans. I know personally a large address of the company.
parts of Massachusetts.
by the Robins to cultivated fruit.
■
number of the best revolver and pis- | An>s. The Maxim Silencer is not
It will have a digest of the new
“ What barbarous waste and cruel
tol shots in the country, both tar- Imanufactured for revolvers.
The
laws of interest to automobilista and ty,” we cry, when we read, that the
get shooters and fancy shots, and (1inventor of the Maxim Silencer
good roads advocates passed at the Roman Ennperor, Domitian spent $25have yet to meet ohe who does not I states till at it wiTJl not work on a
present session of the Maine Legis 000 for a single dish made of the
In the play “ Within the
pay the strictest kind of attention to revolver.
lature, together with the n.ew game tongues of rare singing birds.
Yet
hie sights. Shooting without sights Law" an outfit was faked up and of
laws, new fire prevention laws and in this era of boasted culture and
after years of practice might posisi- course no shots were fired.
everything else of interest to the civilization, there are those among
bJy result in [an accuracy equiva
motorists traveling in Maine.
us who take unfledged Robins from
lent to that obtained by a man t h row J. M. K., Chicago, HI.
One
of
the
most
noteworthy
fea
their nests and fry them for food.
ing a stone or other missile by hand.
1. I would like to have
some
tures of tlie 1915 edition will be the In parts of the South, natives have
It other words, target shooting that target practice- what calibre would
fact that it will have a flexible, been known to kill as many as 100 a
Farmington, April 2, 1915.
it accurate enough to compare with (you advise me to use?
What is
waterproof, leather binding and the day of the migrating Robins: In two
the scores made with sights, is ut reliable make and would you advise To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I saw in your paper an inquiry for 'Paper will be slightly tinted so that states at present self-iinterested per
terly impossible.
me to get a repeater or a single
a good boarding place at
some the matter in it may be easily read sons are trying to have the protec
shot?
in bright sunshine without affecting tive migratory law declared unconsti
C. H., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ans. I would suggest a .22 calibre farm, for man and wife. The Broad the eyes. .
tutional, and in some states the
View
farm
near
Quimby
Pond,
Range1. Is a .22 rifle suitable for bunt repeating rifle for target
practice
AM) of the old routes have been re state law protecting Robins is in dan
has
ing rabbits, woodchucks, etc.?
and for small game hunting,
such Itey is an ideal place as ever
written
and a vast amount of Dew ger o f repeal.
Ans. Large numbers of .22 calibre as rabbits, squirrels, etc.
Write been my lot to know.
descriptive matter has been added.
That’s, why, if you will listen closely
rifles are used for tillis purpose.
The
cooking
is
unsurpassed.
Every
the maniufacturers and secure their
2. Which cartridge is best for catalogs if you have not already done thing is neat and homelike. Quimby The maps have been redrawn and re for it, you will notice that the song
vised and brought up to date.
As of Robin Redbreast has a note of
them, .22 short, llong or long rifle?
so, and ask your shooting friends pond is about 1-3 mile distant with
and sadness in it this spring.
His plain
Ans. I would recommend the .22 which model they like best.
a beautiful growth of woods between usual these will be in colors
you to
the house and pond.
Anyone going this year will be contained in a poc- tive notes are appealing to
long rifle cartridge.
2. Would you suggest a
good
there should make an effort to ar- |
in the rear of the book instead help save what are left of his folks
book on hunting, that is, pertaining
rive in the strawberry season for Iof being pasted in as was the case before it is too. late.
R. C., Bicknell, Ind.
to fow'l and animals of all kinds, also
1. Is a .25 calibre rifle too large the proper use of a gun?
You can do this by signing
the*
Mrs. Quimby’s native strawberry *n 1914.
Applications for the book are now following pledge, written after Rob
¡or squirrels?
abort cake with Hoads of whipped
Ans. There are so many different
Ans. If you refer to .25 calibre
cream, “ as is cream,” makes my being received in large numbers and in’s own heart, and sending it in to
books on hunting it is rather hard
’in fire rifle, it is not too large
mouth water even now and it has these requests will be taken care of The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The
to pick out any particular one. There
br squirrels.
when
been several years since it was my the moment the book is issued. Ow Farm Journal, ¡Plhila. Pa..,
are a number of them—all good—ad
2. Would a- 20 gauge shotgun be
privilege to eat at her hospitable ing to the great expense in issuing you w'ill receive, without cost, the
vertised in the various sporting mag
the volume this year, it is
again badge-button of a large band who are
luge enough for quail and rabbits?
azines. Horace Kephardt has writ table.
necessary to charge a small price working for bird protection:
Ans. Yes, if yo can hold
close
Respectfully,
ten a book on rifles which I think is
®eugh. its range is not as great
An Old Invalid. for it in order to make up the de
“ I desire to become a member of
published by the Outing Publishing
ficiency in its cost not covered by The Liberty Bell Bird club, and prom
asthat of a 12 gauge.
Co., New York City.
the advertising it contains.
The ise to study and protect all song
3. What size shot is best for hunt
Convict Was Looking for Himself.
's? Wilson snipe?
A convict who escaped from ia.il at book will be issued from the Maine and insectivorous birds, and do what
J. B., Jr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Lydenburg, South Africa, was captured Automobile Association’s Touring In 1 can for the Club.”
Ans. No. 9 or No. 10 shot. Tib is
Will the use of Spread
Shot on a farm where he was masquerad formation
Bureau, 12 Monument
®l$it be varied slightly according
Robin, no doubt, would be delight
Cartridges in a repeating .22 calibre ing as a policeman in search of him Square, Portland, Me.
l local conditions.
ed to have the legend of how he got
rifle damage the barrel.
self.
b Would a 30-30 rifle he
large j
his red breast told on Liberty Bell
Ans. I strongly advise against the
for (I
Bird Club Day, April 9th.
He would
use
of
shot
cartridges
in
any
rifle
Ans. Yes.
also be greatly pleased to have a
3. A hunter told
me it wasn’t ¡ barrel aiS' leading is sure to result,
Robin round table on that day to
necessary to hold ahead of moving
T~<
asr” "&T .v<f
discuss ways and means of saving
Kme such as ducks and snipe. Is E. S., Chicago, 111.
the lives of bis fellows: A sugges
1.
I
have
never
handled
a
gun
inecessary? About how far should
tive program for Liberty Bell Bird
larger
than
a
.22
calibre
rifilie.
Do
sPerson hold ahead o f a duck, 50
Could you, upon demand,
with |Club Day -will be sent to anyone inyou think if I take plenty of target
wrds?
your eyes closed, recall to mind, Iterested in arranging school exerv i i
practice
with
a
.22
calibre
rifle
1
Ans. Tie average duck travels
and describe accurately enough for j cises.
‘bout 100 ft. per sec on (1.
A cluck could shoot just as good with a much
identification purposes, Robin
Red
larger
rifle
without
much
practice?
N averages over 40 yds.. 880 ft.
breast, the cheerful.
companion of
Ans. Practice with a .22 calibre
^nds. You can therefore tindereverybody, everywhere ?
It is alland the necessity for holding a- rifle is very beneficial.
Put to the test at a dinner rec
0at It is impossible to say just |most as good as practice with a big
ently not one of tlie diners could
J°w far ahead unless a specific ir- ; game rifle.
You will know the *propdepict Mr. Redbreast in a way to
Opposite State Bowse, Boston, Mass.
slaDce were given, as of course it er . way to hoilid and pull the trigger.
set him apart from his bird fallows.
Offers room with toot and
w°uld depend considerably on the i the only difference being that
you
cold water ft*r $L®0 per day
And yet, Robin, is the most common
Stamford, Conn., Mar. 30, 1915.
Nth of time required by the hunt- will not become accustomed to the
and up, which includes free
and familiar of our birds., recommend To the Editor of Maine Woods:
^ to pulil tile trigger and whether j recoil of the big rifilie, and it may be
use of public shower baths.
ed by ornithologists as a convene
duck wore flying with or against j possible that you will have a little
Nothing to Bqnal Tkis »■ New England ient
side
for
comparison
with Dear Sirs:
tbewiad.
i trouble with ffllinching.
It is, thereEnclosed find- check for $1.00 to
other natives of Birdidom. His clear
Rooms with private baths
What kind of revolver is best , fore, we'l to get a little practice at
song is held up to the beginner in renew subscription.
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
What length |least with a large riflDe.
target practice?
suites of two rooms and bath
bird study as a standard of compar
Pleased to see that the non-resi
2. Does a strong w'ind have any«'barrel is best?
for $4.0« per day and up.
ison by which the student may learn dent hunting license has been placed
Ans. Either of the two prominent thing to do with yoiur aim
A B S O L U T E L Y FTPE IFFC O F to distinguish the songs of other ft $15, the old figure which I think
Ans. A strong wind at long ranges
"lakes are well adapted. For average
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
species.
about right. Moose I don’t care for.
a 6 to 7!£ inch barred using .38 j carries a bullet out of its. course. At
. Send for Booklet
Yours,
If
you
have
any
sentiment
Left
in
'■ & W. cartridges.
The
regular ranges oif say 50 to 100 yds. with a s TORER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manage
C. H. Merritt.
your soul, at the mention of
his
ri"y models are very good.
; high power rifle, or la to 25 yds.

by Alfred E Lane

T
ar$et T ips «»«* LÌun€ìnc> Helps

Maine Automobile Association Will
Soon Issue Book

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

AN IDEAL PLACE
TO ABIDE IN
Strawberry Shortcake that Will
Make Your Mouth Water

ARE YOU FAMILIAR
WITH THE ROBIN

Commonwealth Hote
Inc.

THINKS OLD FIGURE
ALL RIGHT

M A IN E

8

W OO DS,

Where To Go In Maine

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I Î E, A P R I L 8, 1915.

KANGAROO HUNTI NG
AUTOMOBILE’S
LATEST

FROM

AN

" B A C K ’ ' IS

SP OR T

FROM

ANTI PODES .

of the business. He also had a simjla
position in the West for awhile. Later
X ddis
A new form o f sport lias beeii
I he came to Maine and was employed bAre delightfully situated on short of Lake covered in. Australia—-liuniting kanga
George Mansfield who was then super
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
The mere cha.se NEW S A N IT A R Y M ILK IN G P A IL intendent of tke narrow gauge rail
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo roos by motor car.
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
alone is said to be productive of
road. Mr. Twombly run the first train
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
Is
Strained
by
Passing into Phillips and,A. W. Bean was his
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly many thrills, calling for a fast car Liquid
fishing the whole season The house^and
Through Cloth W hich Covers
To- pilot
fireman.
camps are new and have all modern conven guided by an adept band.
Opening— All D irt Excluded.
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock a motor .car through, the open coun
The later years of his life have beer,
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun try, over fieHjdis dotted, with „ rabbit
devoted to farming, living on farms jn
A
great
deal
of
the
dust
and
dirt
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
warrens and bunch grass bunkers at
which goes into the milk will be ex Avon. A few years ago he' bought the
a speed of forty or forty-five miles a cluded therefrom by the use of the William
lackman, Maine
house .on P l ^
H.
P.
M
cK
E
N
N
E
Y
,
Proprietor.
Write for booklet.
. .Quimby
.
hour calls for steady nerves, a cool new sanitary milking pail recently in- street in this village, making manyi^.
vented. The principal feature of I provementa on the same, and nowhay.
TH E CAR R Y POND CAM PS head and consummate skill.
As the shooting is done over the this design is that the bucket is al- ing a cosy little home,
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
ways entirely ^covered and that the
Mr. Twombly was twice married, hTrout Fishing. Good accommodations. side of the car the man at the wheel
RANGELEY, MAINE
is forced to manoeuvre his craft much milk is strained before it reaches first wife being Miss Abbie Freeman
Write for circular.
J . LEW IS Y O R K , Prop.
after the fashion of a ni,an-o’-war in the interior of the pail. Thepail has |who died January U 1863. May n
HENRY j. LANE,
|Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham. Me. j 0,rder to give Lhe rifles a chance. extensions on either side by which 1876, he was married "to Lura E. QuL
it is quite convenient to support it
Phillips, bv N. B. Beal, esa dnc,
j The huinters shoot from a bumping, upon the knees rather than between by. .of
..
,
,
'.
4- Dne
! child, a daughter, was b o rn to them in
F I S H I N G
OTTER PONE CAMPS
, swaying seat at a target which move
1886, but only lived for a day. Hehau
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish- |a s f a s t , if not faster than tll'e c a r .
and hunting. Send for circular.
two brothers, both of whom diedmany
The
range
varies
from
50
to
100
J o h n G a r v i l l e ’ s ( S a m p s ing
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
years
ago.
yards.
Oaratunk, Me.
at S p rin g Lake
Mr. Twombly was an industriousman
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
'Tlhe fact that a prolonged drought
re most charmingly situated on the shores of
He enjoyed seeing work well done and
pring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, TRAPPING SEASON SOGfa BE HERE bad made the kangaroos a, pest in tli
was always ready to help a neighborat
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt vicinity of watering places caused an
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scenany time, and many will miss his kind
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
f
¿.«fHbiutoir t o o f f e r
his
i
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only a.UiOmODllie UUSU 1U uioir to i
ly acts.
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 50 cents. Every issue is-rammed full of valuable j ggHyiceg and pjy cars' tow aird ridding!
‘
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. TaxiHe never entered into the public af
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere t h e COUUtrv o f n u m b e r s o t bile tTOU-j
fairs of the town, but he wasalwaysin
■ummer resort. Telephone communications with
b le s o m e a n im a ls ,
H e r e t o f o r e it Had |
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
favor of having the men in office who
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
w . Va.
b e e n fo ,u n d ,e X ; e< 'd in g ily d i f f i c u lt
to
would manage affairs for the test inJOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
bag the creatures without persistent ,
I ti rests of the town.
Kangaroos, \vil t
RANGELEÌ TAVERH fi LAKE VIEW HOUSE an expert stalking.
His widow, who is in very poor health
On Ringeley Lake.
run forty-five miles an hour with in- j
B lakeslee L ak e C am ps
has the sympathy of many friends. He
u i T V S T S l S : |J » r t « t h * would stop * Human beJOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
leaves a nephew, C. E. Twombly oi
to O ct.
¡mg in liis- tracks.
A wo-unde-d ’roo
A famous resort for anglers and hun Tuly iBest
|Boston.
fishing and hunting. Booklets.
.
,
,
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
¡can easily outdistance the
fleetest |
The funeral services were held at the
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
Raugeley, Maine.
-horse.
home Tuesday, April 6, at 10 o ’ clock
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
M ilk Pail E n tirely Covered.
■
----------------------'
~ j An e-airly morning start wais made
Rev. M . S. Hutchins officiating, with
Maine.
RANGELEY LAKKs
j from Adelaide, the objective
point I them, thus lessening the labor and Undertaker Chandler in charge. Tk
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
I being the plains, s-ome fifty nines adding to the security of the com ( Da 1 btarer9 bere brother comrade
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.
...
,
.
,.
« .„ j
W E S T
E N D
distant, where the kangaroos had i tents of the bucket. The upper por- Messrs. George Jacobs, John Horn, f
made themselves- especially obnoxious j tion of the bucket is protected with H. Babb, N. E. Gould, and seven
H O T E L
V IA r u m f o r o FALLS
1 to the big ranchers.
Bach of the j a lid which almost covers the Entire other old soldiers were present. Then
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
„ „
,,
___,
~
|
H. M. C A S T N E R ,
Prop’r. hsYiing begins about June 1. Send for circular. CUTS b a d a full c o m p l e m e n t ot p a s - - opening, leaving only a small aper were beautiful flowers from friends
Upper i>amyMaine
CHADWICK & CO., sengers, a-lil of whom were armed ture at the rim and in practice this several tributes from out of tor
Portland,
M aine
aperture is covered by a piece of friends. Interment was in Evergrec
______________________ with heavy government army rifles.
fine cloth with provision made for cemetery.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for DEAD RIVER REGION
• Twenty-five miles beyond Buwa- securing this in place. As the milk
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Burra-, the jumping-off pl-aee of civil- is drained from the cow it enters
men. All farm, dairy products, pork particular. Maine's ideal family vaca- Iizaition, was sighted a. sm-alfl mob of I
the bucket through this opening, pass
and poultry from our own farm, enabl tion resort. Good fishing and. hunting kangaroos whose heads plainly show- ing first through the fabric. With
Daily Thought.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
section Cuisine un -urpassed. E. F. ¡ ed over the salt buslh to the left ol reasonable care there is little possi
It is a good thing to be rich, and»
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
the road.
The animals took to bility of foreign matter entering the good thing to be strong, bu t it is a
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
American plan. Send for circular.
flight, but stopped at a distance of milk pail supplied with this feature. better thing to be beloved of nan;
friends.—Euripides.
309 yards long enough to- allow a

Lake Parlin House and Camps

YORK

CAMPS,

t

BELGRADE LA K E S, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England, Best black bass fishing in the world,
bast trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

THE

ATTEAN LAKE

vaughah

CAMPS

Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, b a i l
ing and mauatam climbing. Separata camua-tw’
all parties, with special accommodations f o j e m lie s. Sixteen trout poads of fiy and bait fishing,
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Automobile tourists wishing t# visit A T T E A N
CAM PS, may come to Holden’s Garage, one
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet
parties. Map and booklet of m y territory on
request.
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman, Maine
W ar or no war
Pierce Pond Camps
ill be open on time for large trosit and salmon
siting. Best of reference* furnished. Send
for circular. C. A . Spaulding. Caratunk, Me.

S

Central House
Belgrade Lakes, Me.

This well-known house will
open May 1st to the early fisher
men, and the regular summer
business under old management.
Round Mountain Lake Gamps. W rite for free
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
Round Mountain, Maine

■

MOOSELOOKMKGUNTTC HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Ranfideys. Bist fishing regionSpecial June and September ratee. Booklet.
MRS, F. B. BURNS.

To Let for the Season

COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
Also motor boat. In the heart of
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.

cam ps

(hunter to wound one of them with
a bail from his carbine.
While the others again started
their swift' flight the wounded ’to o
took an opposite direction, from its

The Spectacle Luke Gam p. Which are known t f e i i 0 ,w& a n d h o p p e d a w a y ait a- ter1r
J
as thee Kibby Camps, have been purchased by ,
The speedster, turning
me and are open for Fiahing and Hunting for ) rific Speed,
the season of 1915. An ideal family summer . .
resort. Telephone connections. A most beautr 1 into a CO-UrSe parallelling that of the

kangaroo, followed for three miles in

ev»n and invigorating- Finest Deer Hunting
in the State of Maine. Geod Stream and Lake j a Straight little, bumping
Fishing.
Prices reasonable. For full partic- |
,
ulars. address
, rough country at a speed

over

,

the

never less
FRANK R. VAl GHAN, Prop.,
¡than forty-five miles an, hour by the
e u s t is .
M AIN E
i speedometer without making a
perceptibde gain.
Then the kangaroo
with a single bound took a high wire
fence, marking the extreme boundary
These camps will be opened in season
of one of tile enormous
Australian
for the spring fishing. Everything at- , riaq1,cjie!Si leaving its pursuers in a
tractive lo be found in the Maine predicament that Hooked hopeless, as
woods, will be found here. Great fam- far as the c hase was concerned,
ily resort, from June to October, or
But a nearby gate was broken down
any time. Try it, and be sure you have anU the pursuit continued. Numerous
found the right spot. Write for book buahe® handicapped the car, but by
je£ tQ
\ putting the speedometer u.p to fortyH. W
MAXFIELD,
five again,, on comparatively
level’
o
_
j __
ground, the car began to gain stlightKOWe, Pond, Me. ly Q,n the tiring kangaroo.
Gradual----------------------- -------------------------------- • ly the driver turned from the parallel:

ROWE POND CAMPS

IN THE RANGELEY REGION

and referenee8, For directly across; the path of the speedinS car.
The hunters discovered
, that this wais inevitably the method
—
j taken by the fleet animals-, instead
! of turning i-ru an opposite direction
■from that of the car.
Till is gave
the hunters the chance they wanted
; to make their kill, which was ac
complished without difficulty.
A D S .
In the course of the mourning th,iri ty-four kangaroos ard an Australian
em-u were bagged by the two cans.—
New York Sun.

particulars a d d re fr >li,et

S.

BLACKW ELL,
Dallas, Maine.

BIG RESULTS
F R O M

S M A L L

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

L o o k around and see i f y ou h a v en ’t som e F ire A rm s,
B oa ts,

A D og,

A n A u tom ob ile, A C am era, T en t,

SUBSCRIBE
WOODS

H am 

NOW
AND

FOR
READ

MAINE
ALL

T HE LOCAL NE WS .

m ock or s om eth in g else y ou d o n ’t w ant.

Someone else is sure to want it

NOTICE
I shall be in R a n g e le y on
or a b ou t A pril 11. 1915, at
th e residence o f M rs. S. B.
Me Card.

W e have sold th in g s fo r oth ers, and w e can do the
sam e fo r you .

R ates one je n t a w ord*in a d va n ce.
A d d ress, Classified D ep a rtm en t,
M A IN E W O O D S ,

i

FRANK

F. G R A V E S ,

Registered Optom etrist

P h illips, M aine

DRY GRAIN

Beauty Is in the Ideal.
Digestive T ra c t Is Small and Fre^
quent Feeds of Modest Amounts
During First Month Is Best.

In feeding skim milk calves the
grain needed to supply the missing
fat may be corn, barley, oats or a
mixture. Occasionally a feeder has
skim milk or alfalfa, or clover hay on
hand, and to these he adds linseed
meal, cottonseed meal or gluten feed.
These are all high in protein, and
when any one of them is coirtbined
i with skim milk and alfalfa—both high
in protein—an unbalanced ration re
( sults and scours or other digestive
! troubles follow.
The digestive tract of a calf is
small and frequent feeding of small
amount during the first month is best.
During the first month it is better to
grind the grains fed. At the end of
this period either oats or corn may
be fed unground. Hard grains like
kafir and milo give best results wltfen
ground. All grain should be fed dry
in a trough. Mixing feeds with milk
is not recommended, as calves chew
their feed better when fed dry.

ct>urse aild cut over tow,aTd the ami-

Saddleback Lake f t m
only one and one- ^
W hiC'h > * * * * * ttie C h a n ^
< * fli'
half miles from tbe rsulrcad and three-fourths rection, Suddenly Shifted its
c.OUirse
mile from good auto road. Trout fulling, both f
,
, . ,
, , , ,
lake and stream. Rates $12 60 to $15.00 per week; BY ail ang-L© Which WO-Uld take
it

HEMON

FEED IN G CALVES

New Sharon Maine

I l À I W M 1VÏFTJ1 K

JHL^J----SU*.J£«k. JL I

Alfalfa is nature’s choicest gift to
the dairy farmer.
* * *
Feed the silage after milking or
an hour or two previous.
* * *
The development of the dairy heifer
begins with her feeding when a calf.
* * *
A calf should be weaned from its
mother within three days after it3
birth.
* * *
The cow’ is the unit of the dairy in
dustry. Upon her quality its success
depends.
* * *
An abundance of alfalfa and bran
insures a sufficient amount of protein
and mineral matter.
* * *
One of tbe greatest arguments in
favor of fall freshening is that it
balances the work of the farm to . a
nicety.
* * *
All bulls should be treated as though
they were ugly and vicious. Any other
method of treating them is careless in
the extreme.
* * *
Cneam that is too ripe is not fit for
butter-making. It should be churned
as soon as it reaches the proper de
cree of acidity.

To live with a high ideal is a sue
cessful life. It is net what one doe,
but what one tries to do, that makes
the soul strong and fit for a nob;»
career.—E. P. Tenny.
Personal Ambition.

Personal ambition is a quite ho»
orable motive. The desire for approrj
and praise is something which nobodj
should despise. But a man shouldcol
stake everything upon those; other
wise, when his works fail to obtain
recognition he is disappointed. H
a.
should have in himself as his priaa.7
motive something which makes hto
independent of tho^e things, sob»
thing which prevent» him from doini
all those little things which innpede
public work, and make it difficult for
men to work with others.—Sir Edward
Grey.
------------------------------------------- ----

Rangeley,

Maine

A beautiful estate of 200acm
situated on the north shore oi
the upper Rangeley Lake,, two
two
miles from the Rangeley
w ,¡
House.
This estate has a frontage o;
half a mile on the lake, andrute
back three-quarters of a mile
the County Road, and command;
magnificent views of the lake
On tlie property, which ferthe
most part is in a high stated
cultivation, is a picturesque?^
of woodland and two finespring
The property is fully equip?61
as a farm, with a g o o d farm
house, two barns, farming uten
sils and live stock, and is me):'
cellent condition- The property

includes the famous R088
Point.” Terms reasonable.

Mrs. Lucy H. Bowdoin,
82 Washington Square,
Salem, Mass.

IVI

Al N E

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , A P R I L 8, 1915.

PROSPECT OF
A CREAMERY

the guest of Mrs. Laura Jones and move his family into the, upstairs
other relatives last week.
rent in Edgar McPhail’s house soon,
Miss Grace, eldest daughter of Mr. rent in Edgar MePhails’ house soon.
Misses Freda and Kathleen Mit
and Mrs. Redo Spencer was united
in marriage with Harry LeBree, son chell were in Farmington Saturday
of Mr. and Mrs. Fired LeBree, last on business.
Superintendent
The friends of Efllas Porter
are
Tuesday evening, March 30, by Phil
sorry
to
know
he
is
in
very
poor
ip
D.
Stubbs,
esq.
Their
friends
Will
Mr. Porter is the oldest
wish them many years of happiness health.
man in town and has the gold (lead
together.
(Special Correspondence.)
Miss Marion Carlton of the State ed cane.
Strong, April 6.—'Misses Ruth LeaA- Normal
Miss Florence Luce was in
Far
spent Sunday
the
itt and Ruby Hackett of New Vine guest of school,
mington
Saturday
afternoon.
Miss
Mites Ethel Rounds.
She
yard were guests of Mrs. Walter returned Monday
Luce is taking music lessons
of
morning.
Bradford Sunday.
Miss Effile Richards.
Miss Marion Presson returned Sat
George Norton, Chester Leighton, urday from her Washington trip and
Irene, little daughter of Mr. and
Niel L u c e , Bernard Toothaker
and a few weeks’ visit witlr her sister, Mrs. Earle Kingsley, has been quite
Clifton Toothaker have returned to Mrs. George D. Porter at Johnstown, ill recently.
die University of Maine.
N. Y.
The many friends of Mrs. I Fred Dodge of Farmington was in
Mrs. Harold Adams and daughter I Porter will be pleased to know she town last week calling on friends.
Mrs. Alien Ladd and three child
Virginia of Wilton were
in
town plans to visit Maine some time in
ren
of Farmington are visiting her
last week, the guest of Mrs. Henry May.
Mitchell and family.
Miss Mattie Bunnell of Phillips is mother, Mrs. Diana Dickey and other
relatives. ■
Mr. and Mrs. William Goldsmith working for Mrs. Bradford Beal.
and two children were in Temple D. E. Leighton of McLeary & Mrs. Henry Ramsdell spent a few
Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leighton has recently returned from days recently with relatives in Far
mington.
Arthur Goldsmith.
a business trip to Portland.
The farmers in and around, town
Ezra Luce of New Vineyard visitMrs. Fred W. Look has been sufare
much enthused over the prospect
ed Mrs. Bert Dickey and Mrs. Laura
ferin.g the past week from a
sore
Jones several days last week.
i throat, caused by enlarged
glands. of a creamery being 1 nilt in town.
The remains of Mrs. Kate, widow ! She is, however, some better.
IT1‘® plan* ar« nea'r,y completed for
building
of the late Dr. G. Z. Higgins, formerThe many friends of Alton
B. it and it is expected the
process
wild'
begin
soon
and
that by
ly of this town, were brought here Tucker will he sorry to know he
from Portland last Wednesday boon l as resigned his position as super the middle of June it will be com
ior burial.
The remains were ‘ ac-i intendent of bine Burnham and Mor- pleted and in running order.
It was a great shock and sorrow
companied by her daughter, Dr. Lelia rill Corn factory here and will go to
to the many friends1 of Mrs. Nellie
Higgins and other relatives.
Norridgewock soon, where he vvif
Miss Flora Luce of Lexington was be superintendent of the corn fac Porter Wing to learn that her hus
band, Do\ Wing of North
Anson
tory there.
Mr. Tucker is a very
died suddenly last Saturday
night.
popular young man and has a host
Dr. and ¡Mrs. Wing lias been mar
HIGH P R E S S U R E D A Y S
: of friends who are sorry to
lose
ried but a few weeks.
Mrs. Wing
.Men and women alike have to woik
from town.
His position will
was formerly of this town and has
incessantly with, brain and band to be taken by Edgar McPhail of this
hold their own nowadays.
Never town in whom 4s predicted a very who deeply sympathize with her in
were the demands of business, the successful superintendent.
Mrs. W. P. Holman has been suf- 1 great sorrow.
wants of the family, the
require
Gerald Wilkins of Farmington was
ments of society,
more numerous. , fering from a severe cold the past |in town Monday on business.
The first effect of the p r a is e w o r t h y |tew days.
[ The friends of Mrs. D. E. Leighitfort
to kppti
Hipsp
Frank Rracloley,
h
eirort to
keep iin
up with
wan all
an these
*” who has occumed ton are pleased, to know sfhe is able
thine':
is
comHioalv
seen
in
*
i
weakthe
lower
p^rt
of
Edgar
AlePliail
s
,
,
.
.
muig-. i* couiuiomy seen in a wea-K
,
„ iti walk out after her recent illness
ened or debilitated cond tion of the bouse this winter moved Ins fa rily
two months
nervous system, which results in dy- ^ack to his Iwm ,n Freeman, Mon-1 ^
Ladleg, >Ajd met thjs Week>
spepsia, defective nutrition of both dayH*s d*|!s ’ er’
L
d Wednesday afternoon, with, Mrs. Davbody and brain, and in extrem e will board with Mrs. McPhail
-Hid ,d Richardaon
cases in complete nervous prostra-1 continue her studies in the High
Raymond Starim i was in
Far
tiob. It is clearly seen Chaft wliat ! school here.
¡ i f .
mington Saturday on business.
is needed is what will sustain
the | Rev- w - P- Holman preached
an
Mrs. Maree Harris has purchased
system, give vigor and tone to th e ; excellent b.astor
sermon
Sundayia house of Fired (f smith in New
n«rve*, and keep the digestive and j morning. Before the sermon n
1 . ^
^ ^
^
^
^

of Corn Factory
Go to Norridgewock.

9

R E T R O S P E C T IO N .

The following original poem by a
former Phillips girl, now residing in
Rangeley, was not especially written
for publication in Maine Woods, but
we think it deserves the space given
it:
I’ve heard about the beauty of the
lands across the seat,
Have heard their praises o’er and
o ’er again;
But none cf them could ever seem
one Ihialf as fair to me,
As the little town of Phillips, down
in ¿Maine.
It was there my eyes first opened
upon an April morn,
There, where my happy
childhood
days were spent.
And ’oft my thoughts will wander to
the place where I was born,
To those days which, all to quickly
came and went.

BANISH SCROFULA
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Cleanses tho
Blood, Skin Troubles Vanish.

Scrofula eruptions on the face
and body are both annoying and
disfiguring. The complexion would
be perfect i f they were not present!
This disease shows itself in other
ways, as bunches in the neck, in
flamed eyelids, sore ears, wasting o f
the muscles, a form o f dyspepsia,
and general debility.
Ask your druggist fo r H ood ’ s
Sarsaparilla.
This gi’eat medicine
completely eradicates scrofula.
It
purifies and enriches the blood, re
moves humors, and builds up the
whole sj'stem.
Scrofula is either inherited or ac
quired.
Better be sure you are
quite free from it. Get H ood ’ s Sar
saparilla and begin taking it today.

My home was on the Hillside and
just below there spted
The little Sandy River on its way.
While in among the branches of the
treetops overhead,
April 5.
The feathered songsters sang their
School began at The Pine Grove
cheerful lay.
scl oolbouae April 5, Miss Inez Grose
cf Stratton, teacher.
In the springtime when the orchards
Mrs. Hiram Caldwell is working
were dressed in pink and white,
at ‘“The Sargent.”
And the fields and woodlands filled
A. L. Taylc.r put up his
ice
with fragrant bloom,
Nowhere on earth could there have last week.
Charles Wyman cut his ice and
been a fairer, sweeter sight
April
Than the picture of our little coun hauled it on wheels to-day,
5. His horses broke tl rough the ice
try' home.
and got into the river, hut
there
We had the dearest playhouse that were a number of men there to help
and they got them out all right.
ever could be found;
Aubrey Meador has gone to Jim,
A rock with, rugs of moss all green
Pond
as a guest of the Green Broth
and gray,
ers for a few days.
With dishes made of acorn
shells
Rev. Howard Gilpatrick of Strat
picked up from off the ground;
ton was in town Monday, April 5.
We nothing lacked, to make us glad
Mr. Collins of Flagstaff is in
. and gay.
town, sawing wood for Mr.
Look
with his gasoline engine.
One rock from its peculiar
shape
Mr. and Mrs. Al lie Knapp and son,
we always called “ a shay” '
Marshall of Flagstaff visited their
And with muilliein stalks, for whips
daughter, Mrs. Wayne Fletcher
a
we us d to ride
few days recently.
(In our imagination) for miles and
Miss Clive Fletcher recently vlut
miles away,
ed Irma Knapp at Flagstaff.
Myself and’ little sisters by my side.
Mr. and Mrs. Mai Ion Sampson of
Flagstaff visited friends in town
The old red schoolhouse where i one day last week.
went and learned my A, B, C’s
Ziba Davis has returned home.
Was made into a dwelling long ago.
Benjamin Darrell passed away at
But the river still remains unchang his home on Euistis Rildge April 1,
ed under the spreading trees,
after an illness of a short time: He
And the rocks o’er which its waters would have been 93 years of
age
gently flow.
the 23rd ’ of tin’s mcntli.
Besides
bis wife he leaves two sons, Allen
As the years advanced a little io and Charles purrell, two daughters,
the village school we went,
Mrs. Peter King and Mrs.
Ellen
And it was, indeed a proud and White, besides several grandchild
happy day
ren.
The funeral was held April
When 1 was declared promoted and 4.
The interment was in the Fas
upstairs then was sent
tis cemetery.
To join the older pupils on their
fway.

EUSTS

«efai/Jafiw* functions healtl y
and J,( rsons
r<
receive t
¡daughter, Cry-steen- will reside» for
flftirp.
From personal knowledge,, churc1’1, Special
-'*■------ music
-------- was
~ furnished iI t ie present
Mrs. Harris is teach«relean
H«,rs«nj»r 11 y the choir, an antl em
young ! mg
.
* Primary school there.
dn rpcraimipiui
reco-mmena hoou e¡»arrapar^ ^ by„ _____*
the
ilia fo>r bliis
Duruose
nn ladies, and
a solo by Hev. Geo.
_
s purpose*
irIt acis
on
. B. ¡, David
Riehardsrn and son, ,Verne
al’ Hip vital
nrc-«n<5 ctillas
lniiri« up
rfr. t.te
Hio|Ninde, all of which were much en- have recently purchased Alton
■t.u organs,
B.
whole system, and fits men and wom-Moyed-.
.
_
Tucker’s house, formerly the
late
en for these high-pressure days.
1 vv
s - ,L,c>ve;i*oy’
V‘
S”
William Dyer house.
Mrs. George Richardson of Bruns
■■■
wick visited her sisters, Mrs. Chas.
Pease and Mrs. Fred Daggett sevj eraj days last week.
Cross, F e v e r is h C h ild is B iln u s o r C on stip ated
Frank Simpson and Clarence Tasili
i were in New' Vineyard recently callling on relatives and friends.
Mrs. C. W. Bell went to Lewiston
j Monday to spend a few days, with
friends.
Mrs. Ray Lisl erness' of Stratton,
nee Miiss Gusta Richards is caring
INDUSTRY
for a patient at Bell’s hospital.
AJLlie Richards is alie to be cut The maples* in the schoolyard which
were tiny saplings then,
April 5.
again after his re ce n t'Hiñes®.
Mrs. G. R. Jack sen is in
West
Dr. J. W. Nichols of Farmington To-day as tall and sturdy trees ap
pear.
i P^armington, cacirg for her mother,
was in town Tuesday assisting Dr.
And I realize how swiftly time is who is very ill!.
C. W. Bell in surgical operations.
fleeting by us, when
Mrs. Chas. RackJftffe is at home
E v ery m o th e r rea lizes a ft e r g iv ir g h er ch ild ren
i I note the change made by each and recovering rapidly from
her
M L BLUE AVON
Preble's L a x a t iv e S yru p th a t th is is th eir id ea
passing year.
recent illness'.
James Durr til lies hired fer the
laxative, b e c a u s e th ey lo v e its p lea sa n t ta ste and
April 4.
The church and dear old vestry will season with Louis Shultz,and is mov
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wilcox of Ranit th o r o u g h ly c le a n s e s th e te n d e r little stem a eh ,
e’er bold memories sweet,
ing his family to Mr. Shultz’s house.
geley came Saturday to visit
her Though the latter has been changed
An entertainment and pie social
liver and b o w e ls w ith o u t g r ip in g .
parents, Mir. and Mrs. J. F. Orbeton.
In plan and name,
will be held at ti e Grange hall,
Mim R. L. Hii'lgirove, who lias be?n Still I shall always cherish it as West Mills, Wednesday evening, April
very sack seems to be gaining. She
W hen cross, ir r ita b le , fe v e r is h or b reath is ¡3rd,
7.
where we used to meet
was aittended by Dr. Higgins.
Miss Ruth Finery wifi go to Port
To worship and sing praises to His
¡ stom ach s ou r, look a t th e to n g u e m o th e r ! I f
Wni. Groveir of Phillips visited his
land Friday, a® a delegate to the
name,
mother last week.
Girls’ Conference.
I coated, g iv e a te a s p o o n fu l o f th is h a rm less la x a 
Miiss Belle Phillips, went to PInib In the churchyard by the
B,erteilte Bercr of Madison is visitriver,
tive and in a f e w hQnrs all th e fo u l c o n s tip a te d
Hips Monday, where she is eanipioyed
ling Ills gr ndpi'jnents, .Air. end Mrs.
father, mother, sister, (He
at the Elmwood hotel.
And the dearest (playmate ‘ of my iLeonard Chapm-n.
waste, s o u r bile and u n d ig e s te d fo o d p asses o u t o f
F. A. Phi'irips mnd son, Perley
Mrs. Rued Watson is ill.
youth sleeps near,
went to Lewiston Monday for a few But while I know their spirits dwell
the b c w e ls a n d y o u h a v e a w ell b a b y .
W hen th e
days.
Harry Orb«ton will do the
in, realms beyond the sky
child has a c o ld use th e la x a tiv e fo r a g o o d ir s ic e
Mil E SQUARE
chores while they are away.
I feel their presence and the place
iM'ils® Hazel Sargent visited
last
| cleansing is th e firs t tr e a tm e n t.
is dear.
week ait F. A. Phillip®', returning
April 6.
Monday t.o the Phillips High school.
And so the hills and valleys of this
Mrs. G. F. Beal is 1111. Dr. Cur
¡Miss Irma Sampson lias returned
—my native town—
rier attends her.
to her school work in Phillips High
E very b o t t le g u a r a n te e d .
It ta k ts th e p la ce
Held beauties that a stranger might
Master James Worthley is visiting
School, after passing l:er vacation at
not see;
Airs. Mery Gleason in Phillips.
of C a storia. * Try* a b o t t le to d a y and sta rt rig h t.
her home in Avon.
But the little Sandy River with the
Mr. and Mrs. George Dun1 am end
Leroy Trask has gone to Strong to
mountains looking down,
little daughter were guests of Mr.
|work for Ralph Knowlton.
Make a picture that is beautiful to and Airs. L. B. Kinney over Sunday.
William Diill of Phillips was in
me.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hinklley and
: this section Saturday.
Raingefley, Maine. |two children, who have been visiting
at AI. G. Buibier’s, returned to their
If You Are Losing Weight
home in AlaUrid Monday.
Watch Your Children
and your nerves are in bad condition,
Hon. James Morrison of Phillips
we recommend
Often children do not let parents know visited his daughter, Mrs. PI.
W.
they are constipated. They fear some
OliveOil
Worthley Sunday.
thing distasteful. They will like Rexall
_____
Emulsion
Orderlies—a. nnld laxative that tastes
containing IJypophosphites
like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
SU8BCRIBE
NOW
FOR
MAINE
a food and uerve tonic prescription.

Give Preble’s
LAXATIVE SYRUP

Four Ounces For 25 Cents

PD FRI

ÛLD corners

rK L oL E i o

1 / drug stor£

The

Store

R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

R. H. Preble, Phillips.

M a rr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

WOODS AND
READ ALL
THE LOCAL NEWS.
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RECENT PASTOR
GIVEN RECEPTION
Easter Services at the Churches—
Hight Schools Home from
Washington.
(Special Correspondence.)
Kingfield, April1 6.—The comedy
drama, “The Time of His Life,”
given
at French’s
hall,
March
29, under the auspices
of the
iSenior class of the Kingiiefld High,
school, by the Madison High, school
was much enjoyed.
A social dance
followed the drama with music by
Peerless orchestra.
Lei and
Page,
Philip Porter and Ronald
Stevenswere the ushers.
Miss
Flanders
was “entertained during her stay in
town by Eva Thomas; Miss Pease
and Mias Trie key by Thelma French
and Miss Grace Vose, a former teach
er in the Kingfield High school was
the guest of relatives. The Maditson High school boys were entertain
ed by Dana Tufts, Frank
Lander,
Lelaind Page and Roland French.
L. P. Hinds has 15 Rhode Island
Red pullets, which have laid during
the month of March. 310 eggs. They
commenced laying in October.
Mrs. Emma Wyman was quite sick
with the grip the last of the week.
Paul Dube and family have moved
to Madison.
Mrs. R. L. Kimball lias fitted up a
music room in the Webster Library
building.
Thursday night there was a ban
quet at the Masonic ball! following
work.
"*■
Mr. Willard Sisson of U. of M. is
visiting classmates Donald
Norton
and Lawrence Wood. C. L. Steven
son, U. of M., is the guest of Mrs.
Lizzie Wilkins and daughter.
Pearle Beedy remains’ very ill.
Henry With am, little son of Alllie
Witliam was quite sick Friday.
Mrs. Carl Cole went to Rangeley
Saturday to work for E. C. Hinck
ley.
Mrs. O. B. Hutchins and two little
daughters returned to Phillip® Friday
with her mother, Mrs. Cora bushman, for a visit with relatives.
Robert Clark has been lame and
unable to work for a month.
Robert Vance lias bought the Mrs.
Lelller Dudley farm and will
move
there the latter part of the month.
A new teacher lias been hired who
it is understood will take up her
duties this week.
She will teach
music in the grades and English in
the High school.
Forty-five people including nearly
all of the High and Grammar school
went to Phillips Friday night
on
the special train to attend
the
Speaking Contest.
A meeting of the trustees of the
Universalist church, was held Satur
day evening relative to obtaining a
candidate.
The State Superintend
ent has r com mended a man who will
be given a trial.
'v,
A. W. Williams of Strong is clerk
ing for L. L. Mitchell!.
Mrs. Judkins, housekeeper for Rob
ert Clark, has gone to
Livermore
Falls to care for her granddaughter.
Russell V. Safford of Dead River
has purchased the old Harris Lander
Rake Factory of Dr. O. W. Simmons
and will, fit it up for a garage. His
nephew, Harold Safford will run it
this summer.
The garage will be
equipped with a machine shop, wat
er power and will be open day and
night.
Mrs. Florence Witliam underwent
u surgical operation Monday forenoon
performed by Dr. C. W. Bell of
Strong and Dr. H. S. Spear of New
Portland.
She is being cared for
by her daughter, Mrs. Carl
Cole,
who returned Sunday from her case
of nursing in New Vineyard.
Mrs. Harry Batchelder of Phillips
visited her mother, Mrs.
Florence
Witham Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. F. O. Merchant returned Sat
urday from a two weeks’ trip
in
Boston.
Miss Lelia Hunnewell has been in
Boston for a week.
Ralph Butts, who lias been
in
Boston the past month learning elec-
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tricall wiring has returned to
his tend to the benefit and uplift of the
community. We are sorry to have
(home and work in Norway.
Reverends J. A. and Anna P. Bail Ibeir go and as a pariah wish her
Speed.” Mrs. Bailey respond
ey are being entertained at
the God
“ Nn pastor
home of Dr. and Mis. O. W. Sim ed by saying in part:
mon® tills week.
Their household ever severed her connection with a
good® were moved to North
Jay church, with so large a measure of
the first of the week and Mrs. Bail goodwill, affection and mutual res
Said she had formed many
ey was at the latter place from Mon pect.
pleasant friendships; was
grateful
day to Wednesday night.
George A. Simmons was sick with for the gifts. ¡She thought a man
a cold the first of the week and un preacher here might receive strong
able to be in the store.
H.
R. er co-operation of the parisQi and
McKenney had charge during his hoped they would give the unknown
preacher hearty support.’’ Acting for
absence.
the Parish the following appreciation
Berne Mitchell is at home
for
of Mrs. Bailley was given by
Mr.
vacation from Hebron Academy. Stan
Dolbier: “ Mrs. Bailey is a woman
ton Carvilile of Hebron Academy Was
of exceptional ability and rare
atthe guest of liis Bister, Miss
Lou
tainmentS', one of the ablest sermonCarville at A. J. HunneweUl’e Sunday
izelrs we have ever had the pieastand Monday on his way to Spring
ure of listening to; deeply interest
Lake to pass, his vacation with his
ed in the affairs of the church, a
father, J. B. Ciarvililie.
The students who are at home from consistent worker in the W. C. T.
U. and an ardent, indefatigable ex
University of Maine for ten days’ var
that
cation are, Currier Weymouth, Laur ponent of every good cause
tends to the moral and spiritual Wel
ence Wood, Donald Norton, Clifford
Winter, Miss Dorris Wilkins. Miss fare of the community. We can cor
dially recommend Mrs. Bailey
to
Flora Norton is at home for a week
the confidence and esteem of Christ
from Colby College.
J. Glenwood
ian people everywhere.’ ’ Signed: O.
Winter is at home from
Bowdoin
C. Dolbier, Moderator of the Univer
College for vacation.
Mrs. Mary Butts of Phillips
was salist Parish of Kingfield.
The Baptist and Universalist
rthe guest of her brother, P. Butts
ranged
entertainments
for
Easter.
In
Tuesday and Wednesday.
H. R. McKenney and Delmont Dur- the morning there were Easter ser
rell started for Boston
Tuesday, mons with Easter anthems and spec
In
the
where they expect to remain
for ial music by the choirs.
evening there were Easter concerts:
several! days.
Lewis Denney of Richmond, Va., Organ voluntary, Mrs. C. J. Longley;
is working in town and boarding wit prayer by the pastor; song, Primary
department; recitation, Rena Safford
Mrs. Kate Porter.
The. graduating class of the Strat recitation, Evelyn and Harriet Hut
ton High school1 on their return from chins; song, girls’ chorus of a doz
a trip to Washington, D. C., stopped en voices; recitation, Phillis Rowe;
at
e Kingfield House Friday night. song, Kathleen and Evelyn Longley;
There were four girls and four boys recitation, Marjorie Frost and Ethel
and a dance was given in their hon Adams; recitation, Ethel Perry; song
or at French’s hall following
the Primary department; exercise, Child
moving pictures.
The Senior class ren’s Missions by five boys and two
of Flagstaff High school stopped at girls, Ruby Adams, Marguerite Pot
Perry,
the Kingfield House Thursday night ter, Geòrgie Winter, EJlwin
on their return from a Washington Glen Adams, Lawrence Cross, Ralph
Mosher; recitation, Cora
Barden;
trip of one week.
Instead of coming home Miss Mad song, girls’ chorus; recitation, Mil
eleine Winter is passing her vaca dred Thompson; anthem by choir.
tion from Westbrook Academy with Mnjs>. Chas. Cross was chairman of
the entertainment committee.
a classmate in Boston.
The program at Grace Universalist
Rev. Anna P. Bailley at her evening
Organ voluntary,
Emma
service Sunday, recited, “ The Dea church:
recitation,
con’s Week of Prayer and Praise” Dolbier; anthem, choir;
Hazel
by Rose Terry Cook.
This
was Dorothy Stevens; recitation,
repeated by request of several par Stevens; duet, Mrs. Horace Potter,
ishioners. An ususualLy good audience Mrs. Bert Dolbier; recitation, Flor
was in attendance. Both the piece ence Corson, Methyl Morris, Frances
and the rendering appealed strongly Dolbier, Gladys Eld ridge; song, Fran
to the congregation and was freely ces Dolbier; music by choir; recita
tion, Earlon Graves; song,
choir;
complimented.
An interesting feature of the mot duet, Apphia Stanley, Emma Dolbier.
Mrs.
ion pictures at Eldridge’s hall Sat The program committee were
urday evening was the tying
with Vesta Dolbier, chairman, Mrs. Nettie
Mrs.
ropes of Aisled Martin by
George Walker, Mrs. Lizzie Carville,
Durrell and Vernon Glidden. Martin Nellie Vaughan.
released himself in ten minutes. Also
between the films Lewis Denney of
Richmond, Va., gave several popular
pongs.
April 6.
Miss Daisy Williamson goes to the
Cleon Allen
is spending
two
Forks Monday to teach a rural school.
Roland Plaisted and family have weeks with his grandparents, Mr.
moved back to Salem, having lived and Mrs. Arthur Allen.
Miss Lois Butterfield was
the
in this village about a year.
guest
of
Misses
Florence
Snowman
William Fish was here from Mad
and Hildred Holt Friday.
ison the first of the week.
James Cox is working for W. D.
The reception of an informal nat
ure, given to Rev. Anna P. Bailey Thompson.
School commenced Monday
with
the departing pastor of Grace Uniterm,
versalist church, Thursday evening, the same teachers as last
and
April 1, at the vestry was an en Miss Marion Beedy grammar
Mrs.
Whibtemore
primary.
thusiastic social affair and Largely
Ernest Holt was called to Waterattended.
Mrs. Lizzie Wilkins, M(rs.
ville
Saturday by the illness of his
Nettie Walker, Mrs. Nellie Vaughan
and Mrs. Vesta Dolbier were the daughter, Mrs. M. M. Moy.
Mrs. Isabelle Hammond still re
hostesses.
Miss Lou Carville and
Miss Apphia Stanley served at the mains critically ill.
Clifford and Fred Blanchard were
tables fruit punch and fancy wafers.
One of the beautiful Sawyer prints, dinner guests of Ernest Holt Friday.
Miss Hazel Smith has resumed
a view of The Bluffs, Kingfield was
her
studies at Farmington
Normal
presented Mrs. Bailey by her Sab
bath school class', and a purse
of school, after spending a week with
money ‘was the gift of friends in. the her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
parish.
Mir. O. C. Dolbier
was Smith.
Mrs. C. H. Holman entertained
toast master. He said: “ We have
met for the purpose of giving, in a her Sunday school class at an Eas
public way, our pastor a farewell. ter party Saturday afternoon from
iMrs. Bailey meeds no eulogy at my 2 to 4 o ’clock.
hands.
Her sermons and deep in
terest which we have all experienced

EAST DIXFIELD,

MADRID

April 5.
The schools in town are exptected
to begin April 19.
According to a
vote taken at the recent town meet
E. H. Whitney, druggist, deserves ing the Dunham and Stowers schools
praise from Phillip® people for in
troducing bene itihe simple buckthorn
When People Ask Us
bark and glycerin© mixture, known what is good for nerves and lost weight,
as Adler-i-ka.
This simple German we always recommend
remedy first became famous by cun
in«* appendicitis and it has now been
E °m u ts?on
dtocoered that A Single Dose re
containing llypophosphitea
move® sour stomach, gas on the a food tonic and tissue builder.
stomach and constipation INSTANT
R. H. Preble, Phillips.

PHILUPS DRUGGIST
DESERVES PRAISE

A Clear Brain and healthy body
are essential for success. Business
men, teachers, students, housewives,
and other workers say Hood’s Sar
saparilla gives them appetite
and
strength, and makes thetr work seem
easy.
It overcomes that tired feel
ing.
LY.

M arr’e Drug Store, Farmington.

Worms Make Children Peevish
Some symptoms of worms are: De
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour
tongue, offensive breath, hard and full
belly, with occasional gripings and pains
about the navel, pale face of leaden
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids; itching
of the nose, itching o f the
rectum, short, dry cough,
grinding of the teeth, little
red spots sticking out on
tongue,
starting during
Trade Mark sleep, slow fever.
If you have the least suspicion that y ou r child
is troubled with stomach worms or pinworms,
don’t hesitate—get a bottle of Dr, True’s Elixir.
This remedy has been on the market since my
father discovered it over 60 years ago. Put your
child on the way to good health by using Dr.
True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
Expeller. Good for adults also. A t all dealers’ .
5c, 50c and $1. Advice free.

Auburn, Maine

& /V

No. Franklin
Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.

M on u m en ts, Headstones,
T a b lets, M antle Shelves,
and
C em e te ry W ork o f all Kinds

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.
P H IL L IP

-

ME.

All orders by mail or in person
promptly attended to.

(J/' A t e i . .

will be united in one.
Fred Richardson is confined
to
the bouse by luing troubles caused by
recent bad colds.
So also is Mrs.
Elsie J. Moores.
Several
other
people in this village are suffering
from bad colds.
William Quinn, and family
have
rented David BursiefTs house
and
are moving in and also papering and
making improvements.
Tihe snow j® mostly gone -^nd it
is very poor wheeling.
Mrs. Charles Stevens is visiting
Mrs. Percy Wilbur.
James Dunham and Arline
Dun
ham have returned from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dadd and other
friends in Temple.
James Bursilel is substituting for
Leslie Hardy, who is sick, as Mr.
Hardy is cream collector.
Mrs. Sylvina Weills Is quite feeble,
although she sots up during the day,
but is unable to walk.
Her appe
tite is not very good and she sleeps
nearly all of the day time.
Charles Kinney and wife
have
finished lumbering and moved onto
the Bonney Webber farm.
David Wilbur of New Sharon visit
ed his aunt, Mrs. Sylvina Wells and
old neighbors last week.

Phillips Hardware Co.
headquarters for everything
in the hardware line

Lumbermen's and Blacksmiths
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
Tinware, P[umbing Goods, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnisb,
Moresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit o f the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,

Pillows.

ALSO

F u rn iture o f j A ll Kinds

C. F. Chandler & Son,

EAST MADRID

P h illip s,

April 5.
A little daughter, weighing seven
and one-half pounds, cam© to Mr.
and Mrs. George Gould on March 23.
Both mother and babe are
doing
fine.
Miss Zetlma Gould has been
caring for her mother, but she re
turned to her duties at the
St.
Marie hospital in Lewiston last Fri
day.
Misses Fern Sweetser and Vangie
Welts are attending the
Grammar
school at Phillips.
Miss Sweetser
boards with Mrs. George
Sedgeley
-and Miss Welts with Mrs.
Bonney
Webber.
Miss Fem Gould spent
Saturday
and Sunday with her parents,
Mr.
and Mrs. George Gould.
Mrs. Elvira Vining of Avon was a
guest at her . brother’s,
Andrew
Keene’s, a few days last week.
Misses Gladys Morton, Vangie
Welts and Jennie Wheeler attended
'the speaking contest at Phillips last
Friday evening; they report a fine
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welts
were
guests Saturday and Sunday of Mrs.
Emma Raymond of Phillips.
Andrew Keene remains very low.
Really the Main Point.

The President—‘ This plan of re
organization Is very ingenious. I t
does us” d ’édit.” The Director—“Also
t does our creditors.”—Brooklyn
Uagle.
Iron Ore in the Antipodes.

-

M aine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.
Phillips,
Both 'Phones

;

J. B L A IN E

Maine

MORRISON

A ttorney - a t * Law
Beal B lock. Phillip s

Fire and Life lnsuruM

D r. W . J. Carter,
d e n t is t ;
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.
THE

TRAVELERS

Evenings bj
in d e m n it y

CO., H A R T F O R D , CONN.
ASSET3 DEC. 31. 1914.
Í 486,830»
Mortgage Loans.
123,850 »
Collateral Loans,
1.S01.2S6 53
Stocks and Bonds,
118,114 2!
Cash in Office and Bank,
35.963 51
Interest and Rents,
150048
A ll other Assets.
Í2.72W4Í33
Gross A ssets,"
_ 112,659 0!
Deduct items not admitted.
82,608,390 31
Admitted Assets
L IABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
N et Unpaid Losses,
.
342,8617?
Li nearned Premiums.
639,06667
All other Liabilities,
65,98084
Cash Capital,
l.OOO.OW00
Surplus over all Liabilities.
570,482 ®
Total Liabilities and Surplus.
12,608.39031
ARTHUR G. EUSTIS.
Franklin,
Strong, Me.

All of the Australian states are
well supplied with iron ore. New T H E T R A V E L E R S INSURANCE CO.,
South Wales having the richest de
H A R T F O R D , CONNECTICUT.
posits.
R H E U M A T IS M
Y IE L D S
TO S L O A N ’S.

Q U IC K L Y

You can’t prevent an attack of
Rheumatism from coming on, but you
can stop it almost
immediately.
Sloan’s Liniment gently applied to the
sore joint or muscle penetrates in a
few minutes to the inflamed spot
that causes the pain.
It soothes
the hot, tender, swollen feeling, and
in a very short time brings a re
lief that is almost unbelievable un
til you experience it. Get a bottle
of Sloan’s Liniment for 25<L of any
Druggist and have it in the house—
against Colds, Sore and
Swollen
Joints, Lumbago, Sciatica and
like
ailments.
Your money back if not
satisfied, but it does give almost in
stant relief.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Real Estate.
* 2.289,350 «
Mortgage Loans,
30.008,39036
Collateral Loans,
1
309,223 40
Stocks and Bonds.
45.044,29760
Cash in Office and Bank,
a!
Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable.
42,228t.
Interest and Rents,
1,309,0818S
All other Assets,
lWhWTn?
' Gross Assets,
$97.849,42735
Deduct items not admitted,
916,149
Admitted Assets.
896,933,27763
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
8 943,871 33
N et Unpaid Losses.
69,661 46
Unearned Premiums.
83.466,344 42
All other Liabilities,
6000.000W
Cash Capital,
7.453,6 00 33
Surplus over all Liabilities,
$96,933 27v"i>3
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
AR TH U R G. EUSTIS,
Franklin.
Strong. Me.

5000 C ords

Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp
wood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lak<* Hbetween Farmington and Rangeley aao
between Strong and Salem.
r

A . W . M c L eary , Phillips, Me.

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

O B IT U A R Y .

M A I N E , A P R IL 8, 1915.

K. Dodge of Phillips and her four
daughters were Mm. Annie
Shaw,
W ILLIAM L E W IS D U N H A M
now in the far W est; Mrs.
Mary
William Lewis Dunham, a life-long Stanley of Farmington; Mrs. Nettie
tfsMent of Madrid and one of its Savage of Avon and Mrs. Olive
■rdest citizens, parsed away at IvLs Averilil of Wilton.
A sportsman sends the following
iome Saturday morning, March 20th
Her funeral was held March 13th, an says:
“ Please publish for the
¿tie age of 87.
at the Madrid village
schoodihouse benefit _ of non-resident readers
of
He was a son of Joseph and Char
and attended by a goodU'y number of your great little paper, the
Maine
lotte (Mills) Dunham, and was born
A profusion Woods.”
July 15» 1827.
In early
manhood friends and relatives.
of
flowers
was
contributed
by rel
!* was united in marriage with Mis«
Caroline Abbott of Belgrade.
He atives and friends, and she
Phila. Pa., April l, 1915.
was
p^chased a part of the farm owned laid to rest in the cemetery beyond, To the E d ito r of Maine Woods:
» his father and earlier by his
beside a sister, who passed away in
Here is a plea to save the best
paadiatlier, Joseph Dunham, Sr., and
Truly, «‘They are that the glorious state of Maine has,
¿ere built the residence which has November last.
since been known as one of hospital- gathering homeward from every land its best asset, the moose.
one by one.”
jty and good cheetr.
Why not close the season for four
C. E. C.
The death of his wife in 1898 was
years.
Give t)bem a chance to grow
asevere blow to him and though he
up and show a spread of over 50
Ion it bravely he ever missed the
inches.
You will not only
save
yet gentle spirit of the one
what
you
¡have
in
the
state,
but
the
rto had been his companion for so
big
ones
will
come
over
from
New
nacy years.
Brunswick, and stay, because
they
Though in failing health for several
isare, be was able to be about most '
are not hunted in Maine.
I
have
of die time amd until recently
had
had plenty of experience on that
the care of his farm.
Mrs. Jemima
question; am the possessor of seven
Enaey has been his faithful house
moose which. I had hunted
fairly
keeper for the past 13 years and has
and in different provinces;
Nova
taken a, kindly interest in his welScotia, New Brunswick, Quebec and
0ft in these years of
increasing
Ontario.
New York, March 31, 1915.
feebleness.
About a year and a To the E d ito r of M aine W oods:
Why are the moose getting scarce
half ago he gave up the care of the
Because, the con
Mr. Alfred Lane states in
your in Nova Scotia?
taimto Mr. J. O. Dunham and lie and
backwoodsmen.
issue of March 25th, that in Wyom stant hunting by
Mrt. Lydia Dunham have
kindly
ing it is not necessary for non-res They take great care that the non
cared for him since that time. About
and
idents to have a guide while hunt resident shall pay the license
aweek before his death he suffered
ing.
As a matter of fa^t, the law hound him down with game wardens
i shock, from which he never seem
distinctly states that a guide is and fi»h wardens, but allow- the local
edto regain consciousness.
necessary for ©aoli hunter, the only woodsman and residents to go to it,
Mr. Dunhapi was the last of his
Here until
exception being that one guide can and keep things quiet.
famiiy; his brother George died in go with a man and his wife.
a few years ago, they hunted cows
the South, many years ago; his older
From my personal experiieau© in the same as bulls and in consequence
brother, Sylvan us passed away
in
hunting in most of the big
game nearly exterminated the breeders. I
1899; his sister, Mrs. Lucinda Smith
states in America, I should say that have hunted in Nova Scotia for four
a few years later and his youngest
years and never saw more than two
brother, Charles, who came from no state in the LTnion was as par moose on any trip lasting three to
ticular
aibout
this
point
as
Wyom
Montana to be a companion f6r him
ing.
A sportsman must not
only four weeks.
in his declining years died in 1910.
Now- you Maine game people, don’t
have a guide with him while in
Of a very large family connection,
camp, but at all times when carry let this happen to your glorious
only seven cousins survive, and only
woous and state, as your best asset
ing a rifle in the hunting country.
one oi the«', Mrs. Lucinda Butter
When the game and
I trust that this information will is your game.
field of Phillips, was able to
be
fish are gone your camps, hotels and
be
o
f
some
service
to
your
corres
present at the funeral.
lakes will be empty.
pendent, amd beg to remain,
Though having no near relatives he
Another strong point as follows:
Yours faithfully,
leaves a large circle of friends, who
The legislature of Maine, forbids the
Powhatan Robinson.
■will cherish the memory of an up
sale of liquor, rum and whiskey, on
right citizen, a kind and obliging
the ground that it is injurious
to
neighbor and a faithful friend.
the public good, and still there are
He was always interested in the
thousands of gallons shipped in every
welfare of the town, but never cared
year.
This may be bad enough, but
</
April 5.
for public office, although he
was
people from other states demand
John Haines recently had, the- mis their beverages.
aert as Representative to the Legis
fortune
to lose a horse.
lature of 1885, and was a member of
Now- on the other hand, should the
John Sabine is working for Henry state of Maine become depleted of
the Madrid Grange.
The funeral was held at the home j Mayo.
its game.
Who will rent
your
March 22, Rev. M. S. Hutchins
of
Miss Gladys Petrie and friend, camps, who will be there to spend
Philldps officiating.
There
were j Miss Thellma Lovejoy visited
Mrs. the money in the summer? Wlhere
many floral tributes, including roses ¡Ira Russell Sunday.
do the millions of dollars come from
from Mars. Jemima Kinney and Mr.
Dyke Curtis and Grant
Stewart that are spent - for railroad, bunga
ad Mrs. A. J. Kinney; pinks, Mrs. •were callers in Salem last week.
lows, hotel bills, camps, guide wages
Lucinda Butterfield; pinks and hyathat
William Me Mann was a
recent and the hundred other items,
caiths, Mr. J. O. Dunham, Mrs. Lyare left in your state every
June,
j caller in Phillips. ■
die Dunham and Miss Arline; pinks
The Hodgkins Brothers have pur l July, August and September? From
¿ad hyacinths, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
chased
a pair of work horses from the vacationists, hunters and fish
Dunham and Mr. and Mrs.
Milford
erman. You people and politicians
Lewiston
parties.
Duniham; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. James
of Maine let me te,U you, it is far
Last Wednesday night Ostin Will j
Bursiel; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Raj pi i
better to have a dull season for a
Pettingill, Auburn; pinks,
Madrid had the misfortune to lose his barn j few years, than empty camps, and
The barn was in flames |
Orange; cut flowers, Mrs.
Harry by fire.
non-wage earning guides and
the
Mr. Will how
Dunham, Mrs. Charles Heath
and when discovered.
grocers, and outfitters, whose sole
Mrs. Ida Webber; wreath, Mrs. W. ever, succeeded in saving his cattle standby is the traveling public. Last
and horses, but was unable to save
8. Young.
and final.
What made the state of
his two pigs.
The alarm was given
I Main© so well off as it is to-day?
over the telephone and
soon
a
The answer is certainly plain to all.
Mrs. Lydia Dodge, who
passed la!rge crowd had gathered to the The resources of the state, is fish,
The fire had made
such,
avay March 11th,, at the home
of /scene.
its climate, its hunting, and last of
her son, C. E. Dodge, who lives in headway they were unable to save all, and best., its grand and noble
tie Morrison house in Phillips near anything more that was in the barn, game, the moose.
Madrid village, was born in the Ber but did succeed in saving the house
Yours,
The cause of the
lin part of Phiillips March 25, 1831. aud henhouse.
A Sportsman.
b 1862 sihe married James H. Dodge fire is unknown.
®d they lived in Salem and Eustis
Give me a chance, an even chance,
nntll 1874, when they came to No.
Typical D airy Cow.
Let me then stand o r fall;
Most good milkers conform more or
5Plantation, where Mr. Dodge died
Wyears later.
Since his death sflie less to the idea of the typical dairy I play the game with my life, the
stake
ras lived mostly
with
her
son, cow having the great girth, big udders
And you risk nothing at all.
Oflugh frequently visiting her four and an enormous capacity for food.
The cow with the small paunch, small
daughters.
Her maiden name was
udder and heavy forequarters Is ex
Calden and she was the last one to tremely unlikely to add much to the What have I done to you or yours,
What crime can you fix on me;
8° of William Calden’s large family total milk production of anybody’s
#f which she was next, to the young- herd. The right kind of a cow has That you hunt me down with a great
big gun,
Until recently she had enjoy- large nostrils and mouth, clean cut
remarkably good health, and since muzzle, clear bright eyes and shows Till my chances are nothing to thee.
^ 80th birthday had walked from every indication of good health. The !
W son’s home to church in
the cow that is nervous and fidgety usu With me the wild of Maine will go,
Then tihdk ere my life you take;
Madrid village school house, a
dis- ally is a poor milker.
Still hunt me, and fool me if you
tance of more than one half mile.
must,
Per kind, pleasant ways made her
WHOOPING COUGH
But give me an even break.
liked by alii her acquaintances and
W ell— everyone knows the effect of
Written by John S. Gustine, Jr.,
s,ucerely loved by all near relatives.
Pine
Forests
on
Coughs.
Dr.
Bell’s
Philadelphia,
Pa.
^er children were her son, Charles
Pine-Tar-Honey is a remedy
Which
brings quick relief for
Whooping
Cough, loosens the mucous, soothes
Judgment is the outgrowth of ex
the lining of the throat and Lungs, perience, yet a man may have a wide
relieve your indigestion. Many and makes the coughing spells less experience and yet lack in judgment.
* * *
People in this town have used them severe.
A family with growing chil
we have yet to hear of a case where dren should not be without it. Keep
Your dairy calls fo r pigs to patch
bey have failed. We know the for- it handy for all Goughs and Colds. out the profit of u tilizin g much th at
Sold only by us—25c a box.
w ill be wasted if you have no hogs to
25^. at your Druggist.

AN APPEAL
FOR MOOSE

GUIDE NECESSARY
FOR EACH HUNTER
Correction Made In Regard to
Hunting In Wyoming

FREEMAN.

,

R. H. Preble, Phillips,
arr's Drug Store, Farmington.

E le c tric Bittelrs a Spring Tonic.

eat it.

_ ..

-----
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A Bit of Advice

THE BLUE DEVILS
OF INDIGESTION
Are put to rout by Dys-pep-lets, the
simple effective digestive tablets,
oval, sugar-coated, prepared by C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.
They give the most gratifying relief
in sour stomach, distress after eating,
belching, nausea, heartburn, etc. Per
fectly safe, perfectly reliable, per
fectly free from narcotics.
One or two crushed in the mouth
and swallowed slowly—that’s all.
You’ll not think of your stomach
again. Try them. Ten or twentyfive cents or a dollar.
Apple Slump.

Pare and slice your apples, sweeten
to taste, add cinnamon and a little
salt. Prepare a crust as follows:
Two cupfuls flour, two level teaspoon
fuls baking powder, one teaspoonful
salt, sifted together. Mix thoroughly
with this two tablespoonfuls shorten
ing, wet with milk or water until a
soft dough. Place over apples. Make
three or four cuts in top, to allow
steam to escape, and bake. Serve
with molasses sauce or with sugar
and cream.
Stuffed Celery.

Thoroughly clean perfect stalks of
celery and cover with Ice until crisp.
Mix to a cream one-quarter pound of
roquefort cheese, one-half pound of
cream cheese, one tablespoonful of
butter, one teaspoonful of Worcester
shire dressing, one-eighth teaspoonful
of paprika and one teaspoonful of
finely chopped olives. Stuff celery
with this mixture and serve ice cold
on lettuce leaves. After the celery is
stuffed cut it into two-inch lengths.

First— Don’t

Delay.
Second— Don’t
Experim ent.

If you suffer from backache; head
aches or dizzy spells'; if you rest
poorly and are languid in the morn
ing; if the kidney secretions
are
irregular and unnatural in appear
ance, do not delay. In such cases
the kidneys often need help.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially
prepared for kidney trouble. They
are recommended by thousands. Can
Phillips residents desire more con
vincing proof of their effectiveness
than the statement of a Phillips citi
zen who has used them and willing
ly testifies to their worth? “ About
ten years ago I had rheumatic pains
and I suffered a great deal,” says
John A. Fraser, of Phillips. “ The
pains were in my back and limbs
and sometimes I thought I coulld not
endure them.
The secretions from
my kidneys were in bad shape. I
tried many ways to get relief, but
nothing helped me until I got Doan’s
Kidney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store
(now Preble’s Drug Store), and be
gan using them.
It didn’t take them
long to rid me of the trouble.”
Price 50^, at ail dealers. Don’t simp
ly ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
Mr. Fraser had.
Foster-Milburn Co.,
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
R. H. Preble,
Phillips, Me.
NOTICE.

Sausagettes and Tomato.

Take three small pork sausages and
dip in cold water for a few minutes.
Now slip off the skin and form the
meat into flat cakes. Fry in a small
pan until nicely browned. Pour off
the surplus fat and add one-half cup
ful of left-ovsr tomatoes, a little
chopped, peppers and, if mixture is too
thin, a little rolled cracker meal may
be added. As soon as hot serve on a
heated plate and press small toast
points around edge.
For Your Bean Pot.

To clean the bean pot thoroughly
put two large handfuls1* of washing
soda in it and place in a large covered
kettle. Now completely cover it with
cold water and allow to boil for almost
half an hour. Then wash in the usual
way.

'

The subscriber hereby (fives notice that he has
been duly appointed Administrator of the estate
of
George W . Mills, late of Salem,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
Edgar W ills.
March 16. 1915.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed executrix of the last will and
testament of
Jeremiah Morrow, late of Kingfield,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the 1sw directs. All persons hsving de
mands against thfe estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
Elizabeth S. Morrow.
March 16. 1915.

PROBATE NOTICES.
Nulle Fruits,

Take one pound of mixed fresh
fruits; cut into dice; soak for 15
minutes in sherry; add them to a
quart of lemon ice; mix well and
freeze.
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed executrix of the last will and
testament, of Frank E. Bradbury late of Dedham
in the County of Norfolk, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and ail
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately Alice F. Bradbury.
Phillip D. Stubbs.
Her agent and attorndy in this State.
March 16. 1915.

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
o f Benjamin J. Burbank, late of Strong,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately,
John B. Burbank.
March 16, 1916.

j fe x o R g . ( H d e A f t i e t L
Sick headache, biliousness, piles and
bad breath are usually caused by inac
tive bowels. Get a box of. Rexall
Orderlies. They act gently and effec
tively. Sold only by us at 10 cents.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Marr’s Drug Store. Farmington.

|

A t a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and
for the County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday
of March, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and fifteen.
The following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all persons in"
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
County, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tues
day of April K . D. 1915, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon and be heard thereon if they see cause.
David B. Abbott late of Rangeley, deceased, pe
tition for license to sell real estate, presented
by E. E. Richards administrator.
Edward O. Wood et als of Phillips, minors, first
account of guardianship, presented by Therisa
L. Wood guardian.
Levi Cushman late of Eustis. deceased, first ac
count of administration, presented by Peter H.
Cushman, administrator.
Flora E. Cushman late of Weld, deceased, first
account of administration, presented by John G,
Cushman executor.
Anna C. Hunter late of Strong, deceased, first
account of administration of Theron B. Hunter,
executor, presented by Philip D. Stubbs adminis
trator of the estate of Theron B. Hunter.
Delia C. Dodge, late of New Vineyard, deceased,
first account of administration, presented by E.
E. Richards, executor.
Moses Davenport, late of Phillips, deceased, final
account of administration, presented by Daisy C.
Davenport, executrix.
Carrie Brackley, late of Phillips, deceased, peti
tion for distribution, presented by Walter S.
Toothaker, administrator.
Edward P. Vining, late of Weld, deceased, second
and final account of administration, presented by
Clinton E. Vining, administrator’.
Marshall B. Lander, late of Freeman, deceased,
petition for administration, presented by Benja
min M. Lander.
Llewellyn L Dudley of Kingfield, minor, petition
for license to sell real estate, presented by H. S.
W ing, guardian/
Annie H. Snowman, late of Rangeley, deceased,
petitition for probate of will, presented by Elmer
Snowman.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

I W A L L PAPER

|

|

|

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

|

|

C. E. DYER’S,

|
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-
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Mrs. W. S. Skolfield and Miss Wil¡Mrs. C. N. French was called to
Rangeley a few days ago by the heimine, who have been visiting in
illnesiS' of their son, Daniel French, Portland for several weeks returned
who ihas been very i'll with, measles. tc Phillips recently and will soon go
to Rangeley for a visit with rela
He is better we are glad to report.
Dr. E. C. Higgins was called to tives.
Mrs. Cora Holman of Jay is ¿he
attend the little son of Mr. and Mrs.
guest this week of her sister, Mrs.
Otto Badger this week..
W. C. Mitchell was on the sick E. V. Holt.
Mrs. Octavia Badger, who
has
list a few days recently.
been in poor fiealth the past winter
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Twombly of
hag been confined to her bed
the
West Somerville, Mass., were ¿ailed
past week.
to Phillips this week by the death
Miss Esther Gilman, State Work
of the former’s uncle, Mr. S.
L.
er and Reader of the W. C. T. U.,
Twombly.
who was in town the first of last
Miss Kathleen Noble has
been week was entertained at the home
substituting in the sub-Primary school of Mrs. L. C. Reed.
this week for Mrs. C. Nell Parker. 1 Isaac Smith,
superintendent
of
Mr. Edward Greenwood has been schooLs in Springvale and Salford,
confined to the house this week by was the guest of his parents,
Mr.
illness.
and Mrs. I. W. Smith in Madrid, Sat
In a personal letter from Mrs. G. urday and Sunday.
E. Barker written from Stockholm,
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby was the
Maine, she says:
“ Here I am way guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Pierce
in the woods and I really feel that in Farmington over Sunday.
I am a “long long way from home,’
At the regular meeting of
the
but I want our little home paper Jr. O. U. A. M. last Friday evening
sent up to us.
Malcolm came here at the Grange hall there
was a
to spend his Easter vacation of ten good attendance.
After the meet
days.
He is doing fine in college ing a bountiful supper was served
and likes very much.
Estelle is in the banquet hall, after which came
to go to Portland next Sunday for cigars and a social hour which was
a course in stenography. She sang much enjoyed by the members.
a solo in the Congregational church
Dr. Mary S. Croswell of Farmingyesterday and also one Easter morn ton has closed her office and left
ing besides singing in a quartet with on Saturday for Chicago where she
Keith Ryan Easter morning.
We will pass the remainder of the
expect to go to Howe Brook
soon month, journeying onward to the
where we expect to live in a log Pacific eairly in May and will settle
bungalow for the summer.”
in Oakland, Cal., where she
has
The music by the quartet at the excellent prospects for the large pro
Union church last Sunday morning fessional practice and will
devote
was much enjoyed and appreciated her time to
treatment of
ear,
and was composed of the folio wing throat and nose diseases.
members:
Hon. N. P. Noble, Hol
Mrs. A. M. Greenwood, Regent of
lis Holt, Misses Beulah Irwin
and Colonial Daughters Chapter and Miss
Wilhelmine Skolfield with Miss Kath Nellie Farmer as delegate, Farmingleen Noble at the piano. Communion ! ton, will leave April 16 for Washing
was observed at the close of the ton to attend the
Congress of
morning service.
Daughters of the American RevoLuit'on
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Batdhekler are which opens iji that city on the 19th.
well Located in the store on Main
Evam Webber and Harry Heath of
street for their bakery ;nd quick Reed’s Mill were guests of
Floyd
lunch business.
Reed recently.

To the Men
who will buy suits this Spring let
us

show

you

Warranted all pure worsted fab
rics, tailored in first-class manner.
Other suits in fancy mixtures,
$7.50 to $18.00.
Balmacaan overcoats $10.00 to
$15.00.
We have the agency for the
Royal Tailors and can have a suit
made to your measure at $16.00
and up.

Are you interested
in
Good
Roads?
If so, buy a ticket for the
supper and hear what W. L. But
ler of Farmington has to say
sn
the subject.
The Federated church
will serve a supper at the Parish
House, Monday evening, April
19,
and Mr. Butler’s address will follow
immediately.
Further particulars
will be given 1'a.ter.
Misses Ethelyn Reedy and
Pearl
Frazer go to Portland this week, as
delegates from the Methodist Sun
day school to attend the Girls’ Con
te rence.
At the close of the prayer meet
ing in the Methodist church
on
Thursday of next week there will he
a business meeting of the Official
¡L a d ie ^ o u t -o f-s t y le d ress s k ir ts — s om e narrow , others
Board.
Alii tlhe members of
the
Board are kindly requested to bear w id e — all m ark ed d ow n .
50 p er cen t o f f . $4.00 skirts
this meeting in mind and make a
f
o
r
$2.00.
S
ervicea
b
le
e
v
e
r
y d a y sk irts in all colors.
special effort to be present as im
portant business for
the
coming
year is to he transacted.
A special business meeting of the
Epworth League will be held at the
close of the prayer meeting to
night.
All the members are
re
quested to be present.
Addison Williams of New Vineyard,
who has been in town for
several
weeks working for B. H. Whitney,
has finished work here and is1 now
working for L. L. Mitchell, druggist
at Kingfield.
His sister,
Esther
Williams of Farmington High visited
him recently at his boarding place
at L. C. Reed’s.
Mrs. Walter Kennedy
went to
Strong Saturday and was the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Charles Ernst
over Sunday.

The Sedgeley

A few of the last year’s

Store

SKIRTS

American Lady Corsets

DISTRICT NO. 2

April 5.
.Mrs. Mary Plummer, who spent
the winter in Auburn with her daugh
ters, returned to Madrid Saturday.
We are glad to Itearn that Mrs.
C. E. Dill, who has been suffering
with grip the past two weeks,
is
slowly improving. Mrs.. Joseph Bar
den is' assisting h'er with the housej work.
N O TE — N em o
Bion Wing is doing quite a busI iness sapping this spring. He has and $5.00.
! 900 trees tapped, a1 brand new eva/p. orator, neiw buckets with covers and
, L making some elegant syrup.
Little Zelda and Del mar Harnden,
children cf Mr. and Mrs.
F.
W.
Harnden are recovering from severe
colds.
F.
W. Mansell is papering, paint
ing, etc., for Mrs. Leonard
Ross
this week.

C o rse ts, sizes

19 to 36, $2.00, $8 00

SHOES AND PUMPS

TEMPLE

those beautiful

Blues, Grays and Browns at $15.

M A I N E , A P R I L 8, 1915.

April 5.
Mrs. Olive Russell has> returned to
her home after spending the winter
in Kingfieild with her daughter. Her
brother, David Wilber of New Sharon
visited her Monday and Tuesday of
last week.
James Dunham of Madrid visited
h-is sister, Mrs. Fred Ladd
last
week.
Miss Lura Russell went, to Liver
more Falls and had the X-rays used
on h’er wrist that has troubled her
for a long time.
The doctor found
it a bad sprain which constant use
had made worse and he prescribed
perfect rest fcr it for six months.
Mrs. Charles Burnham and daugh
ter Ruth, of Dover, N. FI., are visit
ing her brother, Joseph Ma/nock.
Mis S' Ruth Hcdgkins of Kingfield
is visiting heir sister, Mrs. C arles
Butterfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Farmer
af |
West Farmington visited at Chae. j
Smith’s last Friday.

Gun Metal, Patent Leather and Russia
Calf Shoes with Leather Soles S f
and Rubber Soles.
Shoes that Fit and Wear.. M
B u t te r i c K

P a t te r n s

in

Stock

e ; M. H0YT,
No. 2, B e a l B l o c k , P h i l l i p s , M e .

A

G r e a t

I

F a r m e r s ' Tel.

L in e

Breakfast Foods, Teas, Coffees, Cocoas
T O O T H A K E R ’S

j LOO K
j
. Try
4 Per Cent Interest I I
Rates o f interest on the
¡ W A R D ’ S
best grade of bunds and
M Y

samples made to your measure as
low as $12.00.

1

B R E A D

CASH

STORE

Wanted
P E E L E D SPR U CE FIR

AND

POPLAR

P u lp w o o d

delivered

at

Sandy
R iv er and R a n geley Lakes

an y p o in t on line of
R a ilroa d .

•

m

At T h e

C lo t h in g

S to r e

¡ B E A N ’S

D. F. H O Y T .
N o . 5# B e a l B l o c k ,

P h illip s ,

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

notes are higher than they
j 3 L oa ves f o r 25 C en ts
have averaged for the past
j
at
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Me.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914, j; Ij Phillips,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
There Is N o Question
be paid on Savings Depart
but that indigestion and the distressed
feeling which always goes with it can
ment Accounts.
be promptly relieved by taking a

M e,

I

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
.* w w w \ < i v w \ v w v w t * * « w v w v v w v

“ft1
? ,S '*

HALEY &

F IE L D
Maine
Maine

Phillips,

High

Grade

Watch Repairing
WB DO A LOT
BECAUSE
WE DO IT WELL

before and after each meal. 25c a box.

A. G. CRONKHITE,

R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farm ington.

P H I L L I P S , ME.

